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Start of Day 1
1.

A brass and wooden wall plaque
for H.M.S Revenge, this was acquired by
a friend of the vendor who was in the
Navy and he acquired it in Cape Town,
South Africa
£50-100

2.

A framed display of fragments
of Polish Fighter Pilot Waclaw
Lapkowski’s Hurricane, shot down over
Gillingham on 5th September 1940,
together with a book on his career by
Glenn Knoblock
£50-80

3.

A War Department silver
and glass inkwell and stand, the glass
body and stand with swirl design, with
silver hallmarked top, marked London
1889 with broad arrow, by Army &
Navy Cooperative Society Ltd (Frederick
Bradford Macrea), with bone and white
metal pen marked London, approx.
12.5cm h including stand
£80-120

8.

A mid 20th Century ‘All British’
fold out camp bed, having concertina
wooden frame with canvas top, approx.
210cm long
£40-60

17.

9.

A Contemporary Spitfire
ceramic mantle clock, titled ‘Heroes of
the Sky’ by Michael Turner, with cert no.
A02082, together with a signed print of a
Hurricane ‘1056 hrs September 3rd 1940
Mk1 17 Squadron (2)
£40-60

18.

10.

19.

A selection of mixed metal
aircraft and other models, including
bi-planes, British and a German example,
Spitfire, a tank, torpedo and more, three
are trench art examples (parcel)
£40-60

11.

A WWI silk embraided panel for
the Royal Engineers, the oval panel with
RE crest and dates 1914 1918, framed
and glazed, together with a wooden
cased set of Prisoner of War dominoes (2)
£40-60

12.

A pair of decoration
reproduction signal cannons, the heavy
brass cannon, on iron trucks, cannons
with no vents, 20mm bore, length of
cannon 29cm, approx. 46cm overall (2)
£60-100

An oak Military Presentation
tantalus, with three glass decanters and
stoppers, having a plaque to the top for
‘Sergt Major Maule R.H.A from Major
Talbot, Jan 1879, together with a Carte de
Viste of Sgt Major Maule 1869, case AF
£100-120

5.

13.

4.

A brass and copper six wheeled
signal cannon, with wooden body,
covered in 3mm thick brass, holding
42cm long 10mm bore cannon with vent,
on six wheeled truck, unnamed, one of
the rear wheels has come loose
£120-180

6.

A 1980s copper military issue
pick-axe head, dated 1988, with broad
arrow, by B.F.Ltd, also stamped with serial
number
£30-40

7.

A military ship’s three blade
propeller by Bamford & Co Ltd of
Stockport, stamped with the broad
arrow, flanked by FL, also ALB in a circle,
DRG no. 683/20, 18 x 16¼, right hand,
mounted to wooden plaque on bearing
mount
£60-100

A British Army Cavalry Brigade
Campaign bed, the mahogany frame
having ‘Maj D Haig BACB’ to the top, the
concertina frame having canvas top, with
fold down drawer to front, approx. 210cm
long
£80-120

14.

Two WWII Canadian Soldier’s
Pay books, for Philip Dominic Romano
B21246, together with overseas ration
books for fuel and beer, plus a British
Jack Knife, having numbers stamped to
the side, and a stable belt with buckle
(parcel)
£40-60

15.

A WWII aluminium toy
aeroplane mobile, having two fighter
plane models pivoting on central
aluminium stand
£40-60

16.

A carved wooden model of a
Griffin, 41cm H
£30-40
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A vintage wooden truncheon,
having remanence of paper label to the
shaft, with hand written writing, approx.
47cm long (1)
£60-80
A Queen Elizabeth II Military
Commission, awarded to Second
Lieutenant Peter Savell Wisher of the
Land Forces, dated 1975, having the
Royal Blind stamp, signed by the Queen,
framed and glazed, approx. 40cm x 32cm
£200-300
A WWI Royal Flying Corps No
20 Squadron pewter hipflask by James
Dixon & Sons Sheffield, dated 1915,
with initials DB to the front, possibly for
Douglas Byron Gayford, an Observer,
W.Surrey Regt, complete with print outs
£120-180

20.

A Royal Canadian Air Force
Pilot’s Log Book for Sergeant Cyril
Charles Grego, (1603720), Stationed
at RAF Moreton in Marsh, his log book
showing many planes and flights he had
taken up to his death, when he was killed
on duty in 1944 when the Wellington
HE444 he was in, along with another
failed to return from their mission, his last
entry being ‘Wellington’ then nothing,
also sold in this lot a WWII Defence and
War medal, black and white photographs,
and a quantity of correspondence to
Grego from the Canadian Royal Air Force,
training books and more (parcel)
£150-200

21.

A mixed lot, a WWII 1939 brodie
(AF), together with two Middle Eastern
knives, a Middle Easter spade spear head,
a 1917 RHA leather belt, a Lusitania
medallion, a coin display of Three Pences
and more (parcel)
£50-100

25.

A WWII Japanese Army Banner,
having eagle and metal star to the top
with Japanese writing running down the
banner,, with golden tassels, approx.
57cm x 163cm
£120-180
A WWII Japanese Army silk
banner, having hand painted and printed
design, approx. 200cm x 56cm
£120-180

A J.H Steward Ltd pocket
compass, together with a pair of modern
Japanese ‘Horizon’ binoculars and a pair
of modern Prinz binoculars, all with cases
(6)
£50-80
35.
An extensive collection of
military related books, from D-Day,
to the Germans, Uniforms to different
battles and assaults (qty)
£80-10

27.

36.

26.

A WWII period German black
and white photograph album, containing
numerous black and white images of
various camps, officers, regiments etc,
contain 1 large and 28 smaller images
(parcel)
£100-120

28.

A collection of Rhodesian
military resin plaques, each bearing a
different badge, approx. 8cm diameter
(parcel)
£50-80

29.

An assortment of various items,
to include a Rhodesian belt buckle,
cap badges, metal and cloth, British
South Africa Police buckle, bronze 10th
Anniversary Independence medallion,
buttons, epaulettes and more (parcel)
£50-80

30.

Two silver Central African
Rhodes Centenary Exhibition napkin
rings, together with a set of silver military
spoons, a silver Lee Medford Souvenir
spoon, a medallion set, a silver ingot,
a collection of coins and bank notes, a
grade Southern Rhodesia Crown 1953
and more (parcel)
£100-150

31.

A WWII Japanese Flag of The
Rising Sun, hanger holes to two of the
corners, approx. 85cm x 59cm
£120-150

An assortment of Operations
Plaques, to include Ranger, Thrasher,
Tangent, Splinter, Grapple and more,
together with a plaque of the Rhodesian
National Anthem and a set of four brass
garden lamp (parcel)
£40-60

23.

32.

22.

A WWII silk Japanese Flag of
The Rising Sun, approx. 90cm x 69cm
£150-180

24.

A WWII silk Japanese Flag of
The Rising Sun, having ties to two of the
corners, the central red piece sewn from
two pieces approx. 110cm x 66cm
£180-220
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34.

A small selection of military
webbing, together with a water bottle
and case, two marching stick, two sets
of spurs, ammo boxes, waterproof camo
and more (parcel)
£50-100

33.

A cast iron Coat of Arms of
Rhodesia, together with a cast iron Coat
of Arms of the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland (2)
£80-120
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

A large collection of military
related books and magazines, covering
most aspects of military and war (parcel)
£70-100

37.

A Military life jacket, together
with a selection of AM marked webbing
and pouches, a No.4 MkII spike bayonet,
a selection of gators and more (parcel)
£70-100

38.

An assortment of various items,
to include an Air Ministry axe, various
canteens, a military stamped jerry can,
camouflage netting, two camp beds,
thermos and much more (parcel)
£100-150

39.

A complete WWII British First
Aid kit, the canvas bag dated 1942,
complete with unopened contents,
together with two other British WWII
bags, dated 1943 and 1944 (3)
£60-100

40.

Three British WWII period
gas masked, together with a selection
of items, comprising entrenching tool,
bicycle lamp, torch, flask, map reader,
field telephone and more (parcel)
£60-100

41.

A selection of US military items,
to include a 1942 bottle and cover, 1946
satchel, wedding and more, together
with some others, possibly Air Ministry
(parcel)
£60-80

42.

A collection of leather belts and
ammo pouches, some having stamps,
one very large example, having wrought
iron chain to either end, various ages and
conditions
£100-150

43.

A pair of Bushnell range
finders, together with a pair of Bushnell
FOV368FT waterproof binoculars, both
with cases (4)
£40-60

44.
A WWII 3rd 45 Indian First Aid
kit, marked with original stencilling to
the top, and marked with a broad arrow,
complete with contents, together with an
inert grenade (2)
£60-80
45.
A signed copy of ‘Reach For The
Sky, The Story of Douglas Bader D.S.O.
D.F.C, by Paul Brickhill, dated 1954, signed
in blue ink to the first page
£60-100
46.
A WWI Christmas tin, complete
with original card and pencil, together
with two Royal Artillery mother of
pearl and white metal sweetheart
brooches, a small selection of badges
and Commemorative medallion, plus two
British gas masks (parcel)
£50-80
47.
An assortment of Naval items,
to include various pennants, various
books/magazines, a collar and more
(parcel)
£60-80
48.
A WWII Royal Army Service
Corps embroidery, together with
a selection of other military silks,
including souvenir of the Eight Army,
HMS Manchester, two US Navy and a US
Army, a couple with hand painted design
(parcel)
£50-80
49.
A selection of WWII period
Royal Air Force silks, all with embraided
design, including handkerchiefs (parcel)
£50-80
50.
An assortment of War Period
silks and embroideries, including Royal
Artillery, The Pioneer Corps, Norfolk Regt,
Royal Marines, Sherwood Foresters, Royal
Navy, Canadian Engineers, ATS and many
more (parcel)
£60-80
51.
Two large WWII regimental silk
embroideries, comprising Souvenir of
Egypt 1918 Hampshire Regt, and Royal
Engineers 1917 (2)
£50-80
52.
A military issue Leonidas pocket
watch, marked with broad arrow G.S.T.P
T1173 to reverse, in original case (1)
£50-80
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53.

An RAF trench art shell table
lighter, having applied RAF badge to the
front with inscription to base, Henlow Oct
1941 Dorville, 19.5cm h
£30-50

54.

A wooden model of a Vulcan
bomber, 19cm h x 37cm long, AF
£30-50

55.
A silver topped parade stick,
with inscription ‘A token of regard to
Sergt A E H Hodges from his old comrades
in No.3 Platoon B.V.T.C February 9th 1916,
together with a white metal topped
example for the Royal Berkshire Regt (2)
£40-60
56.

A photograph album for H.M.S
Phoebe, containing various black and
white photographs, with hand written
annotation, images showing damaged
ships, bombing of the illustrious, Western
Desert, tanks and more
£150-200

57.

A No.8 Mk2 hard canvas
telescope case, with original stencilling to
the front, by J.W Ltd, marked with broad
arrow
£70-100

62.

A vintage Special Constable
wooden truncheon, stamped SC to top,
also with indistinctive numbers, together
with a Surrey Constabulary Presentation
truncheon in box (2)
£40-60

63.

A WWII Babies gas mask, by L &
BR Co, dated 1939, together with a pack
of Anti-Gas Eye Shields, a small banjo
oil can and a Mk1 miniature parachute,
stamped with broad arrow by MFC (S) Ltd
(parcel)
£80-120

64.

Two WWII German Horse’s Gas
masks, marked fpc to one side and byd to
the other (2)
£50-100

65.

A WWII German Luftwaffe
pilot’s wrist compass, marked AK39 FI
232235-1 to reverse, with service number
3027253, on black leather strap
£60-80

66.

A signed presentation montage
of Air Arms, presented to Bob Anstee,
Asst Director of the Air Armaments (AD
AIR ARM 3), having multiple signatures,
plus a model of a missile, plaques and
more (parcel)
£50-100

A silver hallmarked Royal Air
Force cigarette case, dated Birmingham
1925 by Deakin & Francis Ltd, with
engine turned design with applied RAF
wings, inscribed to inner ‘Bill from AJ 1st
Jan 1935, together with an RAF silver
hallmarked compact, also with engine
turned design and applied RAF wing
badge, inscribed to top ‘To My Dearest
Aunt Love John’, marked Birmingham
1942 by Barker Brothers Silver Ltd, plus a
silver St Christopher (3)
£100-150

59.

67.

58.

An extensive collection of Naval
related books, covering various types of
craft in different periods, Merchant flag
identification and more (parcel)
£40-60

60.

An assortment of Winston
Churchill books, various volumes and
ages (parcel)
£40-60

61.

An RAF Ashtray, made from
a Rolls Royce ‘’Merlin’’ engine piston,
together with a 70th Anniversary Avro
Lancaster clock, plus a trench art plane
and two others (parcel)
£50-100

Two Antifyre Extinguisher
pistols, complete with three Model III
canisters
£30-40

68.

A WWII Thermos flask, trade
mark, broad arrow and dated 1943 to
the base, painted ‘Major F Rapsey’ to the
front, with cork cap to inner, inner looks
very clean, directions to reverse
£30-50

69.

A WWI military issue copper
and brass bugle, by Boosey & Co, dated
1916, marked with broad arrow, in seen
war condition
£70-100

70.

A pair of WWI Bausch & Lomb
US Army Signal Corps Binoculars, serial
no. EE 114166, complete with brown
leather case with integral compass (2)
£70-100
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71.

A pair of Ross of London Bino
Prism no5 MkII military issue binoculars,
dated 1940, stamped with broad arrow,
having name scratched to the side
‘R.B.Cruse’, possibly Platoon Sergeant
Major (3436249), captured France in
1940 and POW Stalag 383, complete with
leather case by A.G & Co Ltd
£50-80

80.

72.

A pair of Barr & Stroud Naval
binoculars, dated 1940, marked with
broad arrow, serial no.36729, 7x,
complete with well engineered sun
shades, complete with leather carry case
and strap
£70-100

81.

73.

A WWII Air Ministry
Navigational Computer MkIII D, no.
6B/180, inner chart moves well, complete
with original observational notebook,
complete with leg straps
£40-60

82.

74.

A WWII Secomak hand operated
Syren, Type 447, complete with original
stickers, plus an ARP Whistle
£200-250

83.

75.

84.

Keith Fretwell, oil on canvas,
depicting two Lightning F6s (75cm x
59cm), together with two oil on boards
by Peter Halliday, one depicting a
Hurricane (60cm x 50cm), the other a
Lancaster (74cm x 49cm) (3)
£50-80

A signed WWII print, Signed
print, R6644: The Invisible Thread, from
a painting Mark Postlethwaite, signed
by WWII spitfire pilots, including John
Milne 19 Squadron 1940, Jordan Mitchell,
Lawrence Thorogood and more, including
a former Luftwaffe fighter pilot, newly
re-framed with non-reflective glass
£40-60
A collection of 13 framed and
glazed military related prints, to include,
Napoleon’s Fight across the Rhine,
Duke of Wellington, various Uniforms
and more, together with a selection of
Commemorative china (parcel)
£60-100
A Michael Turner Print,
depicting a jet doing a banked flyover an
Asian settlement, printed on canvas style
paper, together with a John Evans print of
a Lancaster Bomber (2)
£50-80
D Hughes, oil on board,
depicting two dry docked galleons, 39cm
x 80cm, framed
£20-30
Two Lady Butler prints, entitled
‘Scotland For Ever’ and ‘ Steady the
Drums and Fife’, plus a print of the
Gunners Ulster, all framed and glazed (3)
£50-80

85.

Watson, three oil on boards,
depicting various military planes,
including a Lancaster, Hawker Siddeley
and a Jaguar 54 Sqn (3)
£40-60

Three Nelsons black and white
prints, entitled ‘The Evening before
the Battle of Copenhagen’, Nelson’s
First Footing in the Navy, Chatham’ and
‘Nelson’s Chase After the French Fleet,
1805’, framed and glazed (3)
£40-60

77.

86.

76.

Barry Barnes, oil on board, two
Sepecat Jaguar GR-3As in mid flight,
signed and dated 84 to lower right, 60cm
x 44cm, framed
£30-50

78.

Keith Woodcock, Signed Limited
Edition print ‘Godsend’ 142/1000, signed
in pen by Jon Ager OC 101 Sqn and Mike
Smart OC 10 Sqn, framed and glazed
£30-50

79.

Robert Taylor, two rolled prints
entitled ‘The Last Phantom’ and ‘HMS Ark
Royal’ (2)
£20-30
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A collection of Rhodesia military
related prints, showing various uniforms,
plus a print of Colonel Plumer, a black
ad white photograph and a poem, plus
a selection of military related books
(parcel)
£40-60

87.

A copper etching of an RAF
Jaguar fighter plane, together with a
print of a Phantom, plus a Coulson print
of a Mosquito (3)
£30-50

88.

A Third Reich General Assault
badge, for 25 engagements, with maker’s
mark RK in circle to reverse, with pin back
£80-120
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89.

90.

97.
Four WWI German medals,
comprising The German Cross of Honour
1914-18, marked N & H to reverse,
Military Merit Cross 2nd Class, the War
Merit medal, and the Hanseatic Cross of
Hamburg 1914 (4)
£60-100

91.

98.
A German medal group,
comprising the Iron Cross, WWI Prussia
Officer’s Cross 25 Year Service and the
Prussian 1897 Kaiser Wilhelm Centennial
medal (3)
£100-200

A Third Reich Panzer Assault
badge, presented for 200 engagements,
with two piece construction, pin back,
unmarked, AF
£100-120
A collection of Third Reich
Items, to include SS pin badge, an
armband, Hitler gilt coin, various
medallions, stamps, overseas back notes
and more (parcel)
£50-80
A Third Reich Iron Cross 2nd
Class, having magnetic black centre,
marked 13 to ring
£40-60

92.

A WWII Third Reich Double
sides Swastika flag, unmarked, having
small tears and holes, approx. 166cm x
104cm
£200-250

93.

An Imperial German Iron Cross
2nd class, ring marked SW for Sy-Wagner,
white metal outer with moveable iron
core, magnetic
£40-60

94.

A solid lead Eagle and Swastika
plaque, 62cm x 35cm, approx. 9.75kg
£100-120

95.

Two German 1936 Olympic
badges, both marked Ges Gesch to
reverse, one also marked F.R the other
having a different mark (2)
£40-60

96.

A collection of items related to
John Botwright, a reserve German spy,
spending some time in reconnaissance
for the British Government, joining
the black shirts in 1937-39 under the
UK Fascists run by Moseley, he spent
a lot of time travelling backwards and
forwards between Britain and Germany,
also starting a new Masonic lodge in
Essex, sold in this lot is his Masonic
medal, a Imperial German Pennant,
Cross of Honour of the German Mother,
T-302 Reichsparteitag 1937 badge, WWI
Bombardment of Hartlepool British
Propaganda ‘For Kultur’ Iron Cross,
Flash and Circle pin badge, Imperial
Fascists League pin badge, BUF ‘BU’
Union Jack Lepel badge, black and
white photographs, German postcards,
ephemera and much more (parcel)
£1500-2000

99.
A piece of possibly a
Messerschmitt plane, depicting the
swastika, with possibly bullet holes,
unmarked to back
£40-60
100. A German Army 1st Grade of
Shooting lanyard, together with a WWII
Merit Cross, an unused Day Pass to ST
Peter’s Port and a water flask and cup
(parcel)
£60-100
101. A WWII Third Reich Army belt
buckle, with motto ‘Gott Mit Uns’ with
eagle and swastika, on leather belt,
stamped Gustav Sudbrack and dated
1941
£70-100
102. A Third Reich Police belt
buckle, complete with brown leather
belt stamped E. O Gotze & Sohn Gersdorf
1940
£70-100
103. A WWI Iron Cross 2nd Class,
having magnetic iron core, moveable,
together with a 1914-18 Honour Cross
with swords, marked B.H.L to reverse,
plus an Austria-Hungary 1898 Jubilee
medal (3)
£60-80
104. A Hitler Youth Membership
badge, having makers mark to reverse,
also indistinctively marked **/93
£40-60
105. A Hitler Youth Belt Buckle,
marked to reverse, Ges Gesch, A&S, RMZ
17 with another stamp
£60-80
106. A Hitler Youth Arm Band, red
and white stripes with applied diamond
with swastika
£40-60
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107.

A Hitler Youth dagger, dated
1940, stamped RZM and Rich.Abr.Herder
Solingen to the blade, complete with
steel scabbard and frog
£200-250

108.

A Third Reich Hitler Youth
drum, having a brass body inscribed ‘San.
Kol. Schirgiswalde.’, with wooden body
painted in the normal red and white
pattern, diameter 38cm, AD
£60-80

116.

An assortment of cap badges
and shoulder titles, comprising 9th
Lancers, Tank Corps, 19th (Alexandra
PWO) Hussars, Cambridgeshire Regt,
Silver ARP, Intelligence Corps, Royal
Warwickshire 3rd Birmingham Battalion,
Australian Commonwealth Military Forces
and many more (parcel)
£100-150

117.

A Turkish Ottoman Order of
Medjidie neck badge, the mixed metal
badge with red enamel decoration,
stamped to reverse
£120-180

A selection of British and
Overseas cap badges, to include
Reconnaissance Corps, Tank Corps,
Queen Mary’s AAC, Norfolk Regt, London
Rifle Brigade, Queen’s Own Yeomanry
Army Catering Corps and many more
(parcel)
£100-150

110.

118.

109.

A large assortment of British
and Overseas cap badges, to include
Royal Engineers, Royal Artillery, Royal
Army Ordnance Corps, The Welch, The
West Yorkshire Regt, Royal Corps of
Signals, Army Catering Corps, REME,
Australian Commonwealth Military Forces
and many more (parcel)
£100-150

111.

A selection of British metal
and cloth badges, including RAF wings,
sweetheart brooches, epaulettes, buttons
and more (parcel)
£60-100

British and Overseas cap
badges and titles, comprising WWI Mine
Clearance Service, Notts & Derby, 72nd
Canadian Overseas Battalion, Lincolnshire
Yeomanry, South Staffordshire, Lovat’s
Scout and many more (parcel)
£100-150

119.

A collection of American Wing
and other badges, to include Glider Pilot,
Navigator, Bombardier, Signaller, Aircrew
and more (parcel)
£80-120

120.

A small collection of early
military and other buttons, Including
King’s Dragoon Guards, various ages and
conditions (parcel)
£50-80

A Civil Defence Corps Welfare
armband, together with three Military
Police examples, one cloth and two
leather, the two leather being Airborne
and Berlin Customs, plus a selection of
various cloth badges (parcel)
£50-100

113.

121.

112.

A collection of various stay
bright buttons, together with an
assortment of cloth badges and Masonic
aprons for Surry (parcel)
£50-100

114.

A small collection of German
and overseas cloth badges, together
with a metal German eagle and a hunting
medallion (parcel)
£50-80

115.

A collection of 60+ British
and Overseas cap badges and titles,
to include Royal Marines, RASC, RAF,
Royal Artillery Volunteers, Lancashire
Fusiliers, RAOC, British American, 1st
Battalion Blackpool Volunteers, Duke of
Edinburgh’s Own Volunteer rifles and
many more (parcel)
£100-150
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A selection of Scottish
Regimental cap badges and helmet
plates, to include Highland Cyclist
Battalion T.F, Cameron, Argyll &
Sutherland, King’s Own Scottish Borders,
Tyneside Scottish, 42nd, The Royal
Highland Black Watch and more (parcel)
£80-120

122.

A selection of RFC and RAF cap
badges and buttons, together with two
Royal Engineer badges, Edward VII and
George V (parcel)
£60-80

123.

An assortment of British cap
badges and titles, to include The Royal
Scots, Royal Artillery, Northamptonshire,
Royal Kent West, Princess of Wales Own
The Yorkshire Regiment and more (parcel)
£40-60

124.

A collection of British cap
badges, to include the Machine Gun
Corps, Bedfordshire & Hertfordshire,
Royal Artillery, Prince Consorts Own,
Northampton Yeomanry and kore,
including one that cannot be identified
(parcel)
£40-60

132.

A collection of Canadian metal
and cloth badges, to include 2nd Queen’s
Own Rifles of Canada, Royal Canadian
Ordnance Corps, Royal Canadian Army
Cadets, Hastings & Prince Edward Regt,
Toronto Scottish, Service Battalion and
more (parcel)
£40-60

139.

125.

133.

140.

An assortment of various
buttons, together with a button cleaner
and a dog tag for Royal Naval Deck Hand
W. Daniel 2516 (parcel)
£30-40

126.

A small selection of British Cloth
badges, to include Rifle Brigade, King’s
Own Border, Home Guard, Oxford &
Bucks and more (parcel)
£30-40

127.

A collection of German cloth
badges, including Signals Flying AntiAircraft branch, Driver Luftwaffe,
Radioman, Teletype Operator, Medical
Orderly, Flying Technical Personnel and
more, plus a German Propaganda leaflet
from a leaflet drop (parcel)
£100-150

128.

A small collection of British
badges and buttons, to include Royal
Corps of Signals, Royal Artillery, plus an
overseas example, together with three
pen knives (parcel)
£30-40

129.

A large collection of naval
tallies, including Royal Yacht, Flag Officer
Plymouth, HMS Endurance, HMS Scylla,
RFA Stromness, Royal Naval Reserve,
Flag Officer Spithead, RNH Haslar, HMS
Eskimo, HMS Apollo, HMS Ganges, HMS
Zulu, HMS Dolphin and many more
(parcel)
£400-500

130.

A small collection of Red Cross
badges, plus pips, shoulder titles and
buttons (parcel)
£10-15

131.

A WWI Turkish Ottoman
Gallipoli Star, by BB&Co, together with a
small collection of British and Overseas
badges (parcel)
£80-120
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An Order of the Indian Empire
medal group, awarded to William
Hopkins (retired 1933), comprising Order
of the Indian Empire, the Kaiser-I-Hind,
O.B.E 1st Type and 1911 Delhi Durbar,
complete with miniatures, most in fitted
cases
£1500-1800

134.

A collection of British WWI and
over seas medals, full size and miniature,
together with a Royal Canadian Air Force
cloth badge (parcel)
£60-100

135.

An assortment of reproduction
medals, to include The Queen’s
Mediterranean, The Tibet medal, Victory
medal and three others, plus a masonic
medallion, and an Irish Regiment cap
(parcel)
£50-100

136.

A WWII medal Group, awarded
to Leslie Thomas Grego, comprising
Defence and War medal with Oak Leaf,
1939-45 Star and France and Germany
Star, with his Service and Pay book,
plus small selection of Black and White
photographs (parcel)
£50-80
A WWII King’s Own Yorkshire
Light Infantry Military Cross medal
group, awarded to Temporary Major
Richard Edward Bell, comprising Military
Cross in original box of issue, dated 1943,
plus from the War Office and the Central
Mediterranean Forces, also sold with the
WWII Defence and War medals, 1939-45
Star, Italy Star and Africa Star (parcel)
£800-1200

141.

A WWI Sherwood Foresters
medal duo, awarded to 2 Lieutenant
O L Bell, 7th (Robin Hood Battalion,
comprising Victory and War medal (2)
£40-60

142.

A WWI and WWII medal
group, awarded to Lieutenant B Bond,
comprising Victory and War and Defence
and War medal (4)
£50-80

A Rhodesia Native Regiment
medal group, awarded to 3rd Serjeant
William (1678), comprising his WWI
Victory and War medal, his George VI
King’s Police medal For Distinguished
Conduct in the Tanganyika Police (Comm),
also later awarded the George VI 1937
Coronation medal as a Civilian, complete
with miniatures and ribbons (parcel)
£250-350

143.

137.

145.

A WWII Royal Field Artillery
medal group, awarded to Bombardier
A T Baker (4027302), Coast Artillery and
Anti-Aircraft Regiment, comprising the
Efficiency medal with Territorial Clasp, the
Defence and War medal, 1939-45 Star,
Italy Star and Africa Star, all on original
box, together with another Defence
medal in original box for a Mr G E Hall of
Woodbridge (parcel)
£60-100

138.

A WWII medal group, awarded
to R Wardle, comprising War and Defence
medal, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star and
Burma Star, in box of issue
£30-50
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A George V unnamed Military
Cross, in original purple and gilt
presentation box
£400-600

144.

Serbian Order of St Sava 5th
Class type II, with red robes, 1883 to
reverse, the silver and enamel breast
badge in fitted case
£100-150
A framed and glazed medal and
badge display, containing an unnamed
British South Africa company’s medal
with Matabeleland 1893, a miniature
Queen’s South Africa medal, A Rhodesian
General Service medal and miniature
awarded to 8308 S/O C Slessor, a silver
‘We Stand Behind You’ medallion, two
other medallions and six badges, plus a
poem called The Regiment by 5483 Dave
Blacker (1)
£300-500

146.

A Boer War Queen’s South
Africa medal 3 clasps, awarded to
Private J MCKinnon (2261) of the Argyll &
Sutherland Highlanders, with Transvaal,
Orange Free State and Cape Colony clasps
(1)
£120-180

147. A Commander of the Legion of
Merit medal, for distinguished conduct to
Rhodesia, complete with ribbon (1)
£20-30
148. A South African Campaign
medal 1877-79, with 1879 bar, awarded
to Private J Down 1-24th Foot (1812)
£250-350
149. A WWII Royal Scots Victory
medal, awarded to Private James Dougan
(28306)
£20-30
150. An assortment of gilt and white
metal Naval sweetheart brooches, to
include Sea Cadet Corps, Merchant Navy,
Navy League Keep Watch, Allied Naval
Forces Southern Europe, HMS Berwick,
HMS Vanguard and more, some with
applied enamel decoration (14)
£70-100
151. A collection of white and
gilt metal sweetheart bar brooches,
comprising Royal Artillery, RASC, Royal
Engineers, West Yorkshire East Surrey,
RAF, ASC, Coldstream Guards, The Suffolk
Regt, and more, a couple possibly silver
but unmarked (parcel)
£70-100
152. A small group of silver rimmed
mother of pearl sweetheart brooches,
for The Queen’s Royal Regiment (West
Sussex), 2 x Army Service Corps,
Lincolnshire, Hampshire, Royal Berkshire,
West Yorkshire, Bedfordshire and Royal
Engineers, a couple unmarked (parcel)
£50-80
153. A selection of ten Royal Artillery
sweetheart brooches, including a rolled
gold example, a Mizpah (c1914), two
having makers marks to reverse, including
J R Gaunt, gilt and white metal examples,
some with applied decoration (10)
£50-80
154. A 9ct gold Royal Flying Corps
sweetheart brooch, having motto ‘Per
Ardua ad Astra’, 2g
£40-60
155. An assortment of mother of
pearl sweetheart brooches, to include
Merchant Navy, The Queens, The
Wiltshire Regt, RAOC, HMS Hermes,
Labour Corps, RAC, Essex Regt, Royal
Marines and more (parcel)
£60-80
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156.

A group of eleven silver
marked silver and enamel regimental
sweetheart brooches, including George
V Royal Engineers, Royal Artillery, George
VI RASC, RAMC, The Essex Regt, Royal
Berkshire, RAOC, Army Service Corps,
Royal Signals and more, approx. 45g
£70-100

164.

157.

165.

A selection of Royal Navy
sweetheart brooches, mainly gilt with
enamel decoration, unmarked to reverse
(11)
£60-80

158.

A large sterling silver H.M.S
Ranee sweetheart brooch, together with
eight silver and enamel Naval sweetheart
brooches, including RNAS, Royal Navy,
WRNS, and HMS Nelson, approx. 47g (9)
£70-100

159.

A collection of mother of
pearl sweetheart brooches, comprising
Fusiliers, Royal Navy, RASC, Royal
Engineers, Labour Corps, The Wiltshire
Regiment, RAOC, Gloucestershire, Royal
Kent West, and the Royal Corps of Signals
(parcel)
£60-80

160.

A group of Royal Air Force
sweetheart brooches, comprising two
wishbones, a Good Luck Horseshoe, a
small spitfire, a Perspex hanger, a gilt
winged hanger and more, various styles
and materials (12)
£60-80

161.

A small collection of silver Royal
Air Force wing sweetheart brooches,
including plain silver, applied enamel and
others, various sizes, approx. 22g (6)
£30-50

162.

A group of various RAF Wing
sweetheart brooches, gilt and white
metal examples, some plain, some
having applied enamel decoration, two
with marcasite decoration, various sizes
(parcel)
£80-100

163.

A 9ct gold Naval sweetheart
brooch, marked Chester 1903 by
Frederick Sidney Banks, pin present but
dethatched, together with another 9ct
gold Naval sweetheart, 3.3g
£50-80
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An assortment of 18 various gilt
and white metal sweetheart brooches,
including London Rifle Brigade, The
Devonshire Regt, RAOC, RAMC, Women’s
Land Army, Hampshire, Essex, The
Marines, a mother of pearl Royal Army
Pay Corps and more (parcel)
£80-120
Ten silver and enamel
regimental sweetheart brooches,
including Hampshire, Essex, Labour
Corps, Wiltshire, RASC, Medical Corps,
Roil Engineers, Royal Corps of Signals, and
more, approx. 49g (10)
£60-80

166.

Three WWI silver and
tortoiseshell sweetheart brooches, The
Gloucestershire Regiment marked London
1917 by C & A, The King’s Royal Rifle
Corps marked 1915 by Corke Brothers &
Co, and Honourable Artillery Company
(HAC) marked 1915 by Corke Brother &
Co, plus another (possibly gold) for the
Royal Artillery, unmarked (4)
£40-60

167.

A pictorial two brooch and
cufflink set, the photographs set on top
of mother of pearl, together with a pair
of matching silver cufflinks, together with
another pictorial brooch example, plus a
Women’s War Work and two Red Cross
examples (parcel)
£50-80

168.

A 9ct gold Lancashire Fusiliers
sweetheart brooch, with applied blue
enamel decoration, together with a rolled
gold bullet sweetheart brooch, 3.5g
£60-80

169.

A small group of silver and
enamel Royal Marine sweetheart
brooches, various styes including two
hanger examples, all marked silver or
sterling, approx. 27g (6)
£40-60

170.

A 9ct gold Army Service Corps
sweetheart brooch, dedicated to ‘Arthur
2 June 1917’ to the front, marked 9ct to
reverse, 4.6g
£80-100

171.

An array of military sweetheart
brooches and Lepel pins, including Royal
Armoured Corps, Military Police, The
Borders Regt, Hampshire, RAOC, Essex,
RAMC, Durham Light Infantry, RASC,
RAPC, Royal Engineers, The Queens,
Australian Commonwealth Military
Forces, and more (parcel)
£100-120

177.

172.

178.

A selection of gilt and white
metal sweetheart brooches and
lapels, including The Welsh Fusiliers,
Royal Engineers, RAMS, Australian
Commonwealth Military Forces, Royal
Berkshire, Norfolk, Devonshire, ASC and
more, some marked to back with makers
name (parcel)
£100-120

173.

Ten silver and enamel
sweetheart brooches, including three
hanger examples, Royal Engineers,
RAOC and RASC, the others comprising a
Canadian example, Royal Engineers, and
more, approx. 46.5g (10)
£70-100

174.

A collection of British and
Overseas sweetheart brooches and
Lepel badges, comprising Australian
Commonwealth Military Forces,
Army Ordnance Corps, Royal Army
Medical Corps, Royal Marines, RASC,
Worcestershire Regt, Notts & Derby,
Fusiliers and more, mainly gilt metal,
some white metal (parcel)
£100-120

Three silver hallmarked
sweetheart brooches, including an RAF
hanger marked Birmingham 1990 by T.F, a
Middlesex Regt marked Birmingham 1915
by P&T and another marked Birmingham
1928 by T.F, together with three other
silver sweetheart brooches, approx. 44g
(6)
£50-80
A 9ct gold Royal Air Force wing
sweetheart brooch, approx. 4.6g
£60-80

179.

A 1945 dated Royal Air Force
jacket, Size No.7, marked with broad
arrow, complete with belt
£60-80

180.

An Austrian Officer’s Shako,
with three gilt band design, with FJI
double headed eagle badge, bullion
cockade, bullion band to the visor, and
plume, Sohr & Menner Wien label to
inside, AF
£280-320

181.

A WWI British Wiltshire
Regiment Other Ranks Brodie, with
painted badge to the front, although
faded, complete with liner
£350-400

187.

A German gas mask and filter
in transit carry tube, the mask marked
‘ebd’ to inside, the tinted lenses marked
‘kug 1944 Innenseite’, mask also with
other stamps, the filter eagle stamped,
FE41, inside of the lid of carrier also eagle
stamped (3)
£100-150

188.

198. A British South Africa Police
spiked pith helmet, having brass cap
badge to the front and white metal spike,
complete with liner and chin strap
£70-100

189.

199. A group of eight post war British
brodie helmets, painted black with
applied letters, to include, ARP, A, R, C,
Police, AFS, D and W, all with 1950s liners
(8)
£80-120

190.

200. Three American style helmets,
one having Medic decals, another painted
white with later applied MP stickers, plus
another, together with two German style
helmets, one in chrome (5)
£60-80

A WWII period Japanese Last
Ditch peak cap, having sewn on golden
star to the front, brown leather sweat
band still intact
£180-220
A rare WWII Japanese Medical
side cap with peak, having sewn
on badge to front, with label inside,
Japanese markings to the leather sweat
badge
£200-250
A WWII Japanese Army peaked
side cap, having applied brass cap badge
to the front, with label to the inner
£200-250

191.

A WWII period Japanese Winter
Fur Flight cap, having sewn golden star to
the front, Japanese writing to the inner
£250-350

192.

Four German belt buckles, one
with eagle with sword within a wreath,
another with part of a leather belt
marked 1/Pz.Abw.371, plus two others (4)
£40-60

A WWII Third Reich Old
Comrades Officer’s Visor cap, having
decorative tally, plus eagle and Old
Comrades badge to the front label to
inner
£200-250

An assortment of gilt and
white metal sweetheart bar brooches,
including Merchant Navy, HMS Tiger,
Royal Marines, HMS Vanguard, ATS,
RAOC, East Surrey, The Herefordshire
Regt, Royal Corps of Signals and more,
together with five modern mother of
pearl style brooches, for Royal Horse
Guard, RAF, RASC Royal Navy and The
Signals (parcel)
£100-120

183.

A Men’s No.2 Dress uniform
jacket, with ribbons to the chest and
badges to the sleeves
£20-30

193.

184.

194.

176.

185.

175.

A 15ct and 9ct gold and mother
of pearl Grenadier Guards sweetheart
bar brooch, the 15ct mount having inlaid
mother of pearl with applied Grenadier
Guard motif with crown, all mounted on
9ct gold bar, 4.4g
£70-100
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182.

A reproduction WWII German
M43 SS single decal helmet, marked
hkp68 3780 to inside, complete with liner
and strap (1)
£80-100
A Rare WWII Japanese Police
Helmet, having badge to front, complete
with original liner and chin strap, liner
and inner helmet both having Japanese
writing (1)
£300-400

186.

A WWII German Mountain
troop tornister back pack, having single
internal pocket, with two external
£60-80
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197. A WWII Japanese leather flying
cap, light brown for summer use, having
applied star to the front, with Japanese
writing to the outer and inner of one of
the ear pieces
£300-500

A WWII Japanese Army Visor
cap, having gold star to the front, with
single red band, label to inner
£200-250
A WWII German N.S.K.K
(National Socialist Motor Corps) Motor
Division side cap, having triangular badge
to the side, with two buttons to the front,
with label to inside
£180-220

195.

A WWII German Panzer slide
cap, size 58, marked to the inside, dated
41, with applied badges to front
£220-250

196.

A WWII German Signals side
cap, markings inside ‘HEER’, dated 1939,
with applied badges to the front
£220-250

201. Five various Brodie helmets,
none with visible markings, one having
leather neck shield, possibly Dutch,
another with the Belgian flag decal (5)
£50-80
202. A Military marked Parachutist’s
helmet, together with two modern
helmet, both with camouflage, one
possibly a Ghillie, plus another (4)
£30-50
203. A War Period Adrian helmet, in
green, possibly French, missing badge to
the front, complete with original liner and
strap, no visible markings
£40-60
204. A War Period British brodie
helmet, having AS painted to the front
with remanence of badge above, reading
‘**FE Accumulator’, complete with chin
strap, together with an Air Raid Warden
helmet, complete with liner and chin
strap
£60-80
205. A WWII Dispatch rider’s helmet,
marked BMB and dated 1945, to inner
sweat band, complete with liner and
strap, AF
£60-80
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206.

A 1941 dated Zuckerman
helmet, with later applied FG stickers,
together with another War period
helmet, plus a relic (3)
£40-60

207.

A 24th of the Foot white pith
helmet, the helmet plate to the front
being gilt metal, together with a Vero &
Everett Ltd Slouch hat, with green cloth
badge with red and yellow cross (2)
£40-60

208.

A collection of British and
overseas side caps and berets, to include
German, American, RAF, and more
(parcel)
£40-60

209.

Three Women’ Royal Air Force
hats, together with a Women’s Land
Army Slouch hat (4)
£30-50

210.

An assortment of six hats, to
include three RAF peak caps, an ATS
example, a sun helmet plus another
(parcel)
£40-60

211.

A collection of ten British peak
caps, including Irish Guard, Scots Guard,
Coldstream Guards and more (parcel)
£80-120

212.

An assortment of US Forces
hats, including US Air Force, Army and
Navy, together with a 1950’s Canadian
Buffalo cap (parcel)
£80-120

213.

A small collection of Naval hats,
to include a Royal Marines peak cap, one
with HM Submarines tally and more (5)
£40-60

214.

A German Tank cap with hard
shell, by F.W Pilz K.G, together with two
peak caps, one with large eagle and
swastika badge, the other with goggles,
plus another (3)
£120-180

215.

A WWII Air Ministry brown
leather flying cap by Frank Bryan, dated
1938, stamped A.I.D.5.B, size 4, together
with a pair of Stadium Patent aviation
goggles (2)
£200-300
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216.

A Coldstream Guard’s Dress
Tunic, together with a 1980s pattern
Coldstream Guard No.2 uniform (2)
£70-100

217.

A 1945 Pattern battle blouse,
marked with broad arrow and dated
1962, together with a No. Scottish
Regiment dress jacket and trousers, a
Tank Corps jacket and trousers and a
Naval uniform (parcel)
£70-100

227.

A WWII Merchant Naval
Captains uniform, comprising peak hat
with bullion badge with letter ‘T’ to front,
jacket, trousers, epaulettes, medals (War,
Africa Star, Atlantic Star, 1939-45 Star)
in original box of issue to W E Owen,
also in the lot his Meteorology and Ships
Business book, maps, paperwork and
more, all in a travel trunk with original
white canvas cover (parcel)
£100-200

228.

236.

A Vice Admiral Uniform, for
Sir Godfrey Milton-Thompson, Naval
Surgeon and Pioneer of Peptic Ulcers,
including cap, jacket, shirt and tie and
trousers (parcel)
£70-100

237.

A British Somaliland Camel
Corps Kullah (Turban Top) hat, having
military stamps to the inside, stamp is
worn (1)
£20-30

A Lifeguard Trooper’s Tunic,
having gilt collar, cuffs and epaulettes (1)
£40-60

A Man’s No.2 Army dress
uniform, together with a military formal
wear uniform (2)
£50-100

238.

219.

229.

239.

218.

A selection of US Military
jackets, all in green, various badges, and
patches, comprising three jackets, a pair
of trousers and a shirt (parcel)
£50-80

220.

An RAF Service Dress jacket,
dated 1954, together with a Women’s
WRAF Dress jacket, plus two others and
two pairs of trousers (parcel)
£50-80

221.

A Royal Marines Band tunic,
together with a No.1 dress jacket (2)
£50-80

222.

Four US Military jackets, one
marked for Leonard L Hoover with his
service number, in green, the others in
green, blue and khaki (4)
£50-80

223.

A military leather jerkin
unmarked
£50-80

224.

An Anti-G flying suit trousers,
Mk4A, size small, dated 1954, plus
interior liner
£30-40

225.

A kit bag of items, to include
Princess of Wales Royal Regiment cap
badge and beret, gas mask, stable belts,
RAF beret, and various other equipment
(parcel)
£30-40

226.

A WWII F&L British Brodie
helmet, dated 1939, stamped to
underside, complete with liner and chin
strap
£30-40

Two Royal Army Physical
Training Corps peak caps, together with
another peak cap with bullion badge, plus
a Haberdasher’s School of OTC swagger
stick, plus a selection of wooden plaques
(parcel)
£50-100

230.

A WWII Mae West Life Saver
jacket, having label with broad arrow, size
medium, ref 22c/447, missing bladder
£100-150

231.

A Post WWII RAF Type F flying
helmet, complete with earphones and
wired, also with gas mask, possibly type G
£100-150

A pair of WWII flying gloves,
brown leather with fur lining (2)
£80-120
A pair of WWII Air Ministry
flying boots, the sheepskin boots having
zip to front, the zip marked for Air
Ministry, with leather strap to the ankles,
sole with original makers marks ‘Itshide’,
also with stamp and original label to
inside
£150-200

240.

A pair of WWII RAF sheepskin
flying trousers, braces and pocket have
been removed, no obvious labels or
stamps
£180-220

241.

245.

A First Pattern Type D helmet,
together with a Type G oxygen mask and
Mk VIII pilot goggles, user has removed
neck flap, with hand written initials
‘P.Y.F.O’ and a hand drawn stick man with
halo, the P.Y.F.O could possibly be the
abbreviation for the RAF slang Pull Your
Finger Out, having original strap and
microphone
£400-600

253. A US Army Signal Corps
Frequency metre BC 221-AA, by Philco
Corporation, serial no. 6408, complete
with frequency guide to drop down flap,
£50-80

246.

255. A WWII Lancaster Bomber
Radio, complete with power unit (2)
£150-200

A C-Type flying helmet, having
faded ‘180’ painted to the front in white,
possibly a unit number, aircrew number
of identification number, complete with
earphones, stamping to inside indicating
size 2, straps and tabs are in place, pair of
receivers and wiring loom and jack plug,
complete with gas mask and goggles
£300-400

247.

A WWII British Royal Armoured
Corps/Royal Tank Regiment crash ‘Bump’
helmet, the helmet having cushioning to
front, complete with AFV headset with
wiring loom and earphones by Multi
Electronics Co. Ltd London, and plug,
together with a pair of googles in original
case, possibly tank drivers
£400-500

248.

A hard to find British Forces
L7 GPMG Pintle/Gun mount and spent
cartridge carrier, no.5 MkII
£120-180

A WWII Type C leather flying
helmet, with Air Ministry ear phones,
complete with wiring and a Type E mask
and microphone
£200-300

A WWII RAF flying Jacket worn
by Flight Sergeant Jack Vennings no.460
RAAF, dated 1944, Vennings took damage
from a German Night Fighter during an
Operation over Peenemunde on 17-18
August 1943, name and number under
collar
£180-220

233.

A Pair of broad arrow marked
flying boots, having leather shoes to
bottom, with suede boot tops, zips to the
sides marked with a broad arrow, with
leather strap to top, together with a pair
of flying mittens (4)
£60-80

242.

234.

243.

A WWII Type-C brown leather
flying helmet, marked I.D F10 to inner,
also broad arrow stamped to outer, also
REF no.22c/878
£150-200

251.

244.

252.

232.

A small selection of side caps
and berets, including St Andrew’s
University O.T.C, Medical Corps, Scottish
Regiments and two Russian Examples
(parcel)
£40-60

235.

A WWII German Fire Brigade
Helmet, comb fitted to the civilian
patterned helmet, National tri-colour
decal to one side, civilian liner, stamped
D.R.P Thale 1 to inside of helmet (1)
£80-120
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A WWII Luftwaffe LKp-W101
leather flying helmet, with manufacturer
tag Striegel & Wagner, with earphones
marked Ln 26602, within improved W101
rubber cups, with wire to back leading to
Mi4a throat microphones, label to inside
£300-400

A Fleet Air Arm C-Type Flying
helmet and Mk VIII goggles, worn by
Lieutenant Commander C A Rayner,
having Naval issue zipped ear cups, fitted
with original rubber ear phones and
Gosport tube fitting, also worn by his son
when training to become a pilot, Claude
Rayner
£300-400
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249.

A British 20mm Anti-Aircraft
MkII sight, normally found on the WWII
Oerlikon Anti-Aircraft gun, marked CE
300KT**, and looks to be dated 44
£80-120

250.

A Type P12 compass, by Dent
& Co & Johnson Ltd, with small makers
plaque to the side, complete in original
box with mirror, label for B.O.A.C Central
Stores Hanger 9 London Airport, dated 60
£40-60
A US Army Signals Corps
Converter Cipher, by I.C Smith & Corona
Typewriters Inc, Serial No.29088,
complete with original real of paper
£100-200
A Clansman Radio Transmitter,
broad arrow marked with serial 18436 to
carrier, complete with battery pack, clip
af, antenna and ear piece
£50-80

254. A Wavemeter Class D No.1
MkII, complete with original instruction
and ear pieces, plus wooden transit case
£30-40

256. A WWII Aircraft Type G45 gun
camera, by Williamson MFG CO Ltd,
marked with a Broad arrow, serial 15675,
Ref no. 14A/1390, with original G45 short
lens (same serial), complete with a Type
G45 magazine, marked with broad arrow,
serial no.23598
£50-80
257. A WWII Gun Sighting Telescope,
by the Canadian Kodak Co. Limited, Serial
No. CAN. 1077, 7x50, Patt G. 376
£30-40
258. A 1786 pattern Infantry Officer’s
sword, with five ball guard, ivory handle
and 81cm long single sided, single
fullered blade, blade unmarked, missing
hand guard, AF
£200-300
259. A group of eight leather frogs,
comprising Butchers, 98/05, K98 and
more (8)
£70-100
260. A German 1871/84 knife
bayonet, by C.G Haenel Suhl, with 88
date mark to the spine, complete with
steel scabbard
£60-80
261. A German Unit Marked
84/98 knife bayonet, by Alex Coppel of
Solingen, also stamped to blade DANZIG
under crown, 88 date mark, unit R.13.20,
also stamped 450, blade approx. 25cm
long, complete with steel and leather
scabbard, scabbard marked 66.R.6.7.,
proof marks to the end of the scabbard
£100-120
262. A German EB21 brass handled
Ersatz bayonet, complete with scabbard
£100-120
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263.

A WWI German Fighting knife,
by Nahkampfer, with antler handle, with
leather sheath
£80-120

264.

A WWI German Fighting Knife,
unmarked, with cross hatched grip,
complete with steel sheath
£100-120

265.

A Ceremonial Shona Axe,
with long hardwood shaft, with circular
engraved top, steel blade with curved tail
£80-120

266.

A Ceremonial Shona Axe, with
long hardwood shaft, with engraved
top, in the form of a lady with the blade
coming out of her mouth, blade with
engraved design
£80-120

267.

An Argentinian model 1891
bayonet and scabbard, together with
two double edged bayonets and another
(4)
£60-80

268.

A 19th Century Talwar, together
with a Spanish Toledo ‘Colada Del CID’
short sword, a kukhri, a spear head, a
small Jambiya, and another (6)
£30-50

269.

A German K98 with SS Panzer
1st Division markings, marked 3409h,
dated 44 crs, with engravings to both
sides of the blade, complete with steel
scabbard
£80-120

270.

A British 1856 Pattern matching
number sawback bayonet, possible for
the Lancashire Fusiliers, blade marked
with brad arrow and WD, blade by
Wilkinson of London, also with other
proof marked, quillon marked 4.1896
2.LAN 11, mouth of the scabbard also
marked the same
£200-250

271.

A rare German 98/05 Private
Purchase (Parade) sawback bayonet,
by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co of
Solingen, with the W.K & C with King and
Knight stamp to the blade, blade 37cm
long, complete with metal and leather
scabbard
£250-300
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272.

A Spanish M1892 bayonet,
marked P.R.8 1077 to the blade, with
metal and leather scabbard, together
with a pair of Third Reich silver plated
sugar tongs and a zinc part skull from a
Messerschmitt
£50-80

273.

A selection of British and
overseas knives, to include Jack Knives, a
Kukri, ceremonial and more (parcel)
£50-80

274.

An assortment of pocket/pen
knifes, including Swiss Army, mother of
pearl, bone and white metal examples
(parcel)
£80-120

275.

Ten Mosin Nagant bayonets,
each with cruciform blade, various serial
numbers (10)
£180-220

276.

A Military issue M9 bayonet
for the M4 and M16 Assault rifles, the
bayonet marked MK100463, complete
with scabbard, having built in wire cutter
and sharpening stone to reverse, with
frog and clip, new in original box
£80-120

277.

A WWII German K98 bayonet
and scabbard, having Bakelite grips, the
blade is marked WKC and 2161, serial
on handle is 4220, he steel scabbard is
marked 7738, COF and dated 43, the frog
stud marked 4226 (2)
£120-150

278.

A WWI French T-Back bayonet,
the bayonet and scabbard having
matching numbers, P 29513, marked St
Etienne 1879 to spine of blade, proof
marks to the quillon (2)
£80-120

279.

A WWII German K98 bayonet
and scabbard with leather frog, the
bayonet by Carl Eickhorn, serial 2235,
having two Nazi stamps to the pommel,
scabbard marked 5022, the leather frog
stamped with makers name and dated
1941 (3)
£120-150

280.

An African tribal axe, possibly
a Shona, having carved fish, bird and
star design to the wooden haft, with
long metal axe with curved back spike,
together with a Middle Eastern double
edged short sword and sheath (2)
£60-80

281.

An Elizabeth II 1897 pattern
Infantry Officer’s sword, by Wilkinson,
sword number 79143, with decoratively
etched blade, with Royal Cipher, pierced
hand guard with leather covered
scabbard and hanger (2)
£180-220

290.

A Fujiwara Sadayuki Toko
Taikan katana, the blade is signed
Takada ju Sadayuki, c1550 era, having
black lacquered outer, fish skin grip with
applied metal fish, 52cm tempered blade
£700-1000

A Wilkinson 1907 pattern
bayonet, cut down to be a trench knife,
26cm long blade, dated 11, with various
markings, complete with leather and
steel scabbard (2)
£30-40

283.

A selection of various knives, to
include Puma Tec, Roy Clark, Buck, Puma
IP, Browning, Middle Eastern, Hunting
and more (parcel)
£120-180
A WWI German G98 bayonet,
having Crown and ERFUR to the blade,
dated 06, with marks to the spine, blade
5.15cm
£80-100

285.

A US Navy ‘Rolling Block’ Civil
War 1852 model bayonet, having crossed
cannon and anchor motif on the cast
brass fish scale hilt, blade 51cm
£80-120

286.

A WWII Japanese Naval Officer’s
Fighting cutlass, number 91862, with
small proof marks to the blade, blade
77cm long, release clip on guard with
scabbard, complete with single hanger
steel scabbard (2)
£300-400

287.

A rare British East India
Company Sapper and Miner’s sword
bayonet, by Heighington & Son, makers
name to the spine, with another marking
to the side, blade 56cm
£180-220

300.

A French Lebel bayonet and
scabbard, serial on bayonet is 69315,
the scabbard 93629, marked VD to the
cruciform blade, release lever works well
(2)
£60-80

292.

301.

An unsigned Katana, 29’ cutting
edge, c1800, the blade appears to be
Bizen Yoka Yama School work, Choji
Midare Hamon with crab claws, has
repair to back edge
£700-1000

293.

284.

A French Lebel bayonet and
scabbard, serial 12766, with cruciform
blade, markings to blade, release lever
works well (2)
£60-80

A Tanto-Wakizashi 1650-1700,
the unsigned blade by Mino, the mounts
all Handachi soft metal with Mokko for
Tsuba, blade 37cm
£350-450

291.

282.

299.

An Imperial Japanese Naval
sword, c1900, approx. 26’ cutting blade,
single fullered, mark of the Suya Sword
company on the guard (Private), has a
II leaf variant ensign through to Captain
rank, with scabbard (2)
£500-600

294.

Two Chassepot bayonets with
steel scabbards, one marked AB34014
to the guard, the other AB77696, no
matching scabbards, having various proof
marks
£40-60

295.

Three Chassepot bayonets,
serial numbers 24944, 37423, the third
unreadable, one marked for 1811 to the
spine of the blade, numerous markings,
no scabbards (3)
£40-60

296.

Two French Lebel bayonets, one
with scabbard, the other without, serial
81812, together with a French Berthier
bayonet, serial 8745Z (4)
£40-60

Two SMLE bayonets and
scabbards, one with frog, both 1907,
one marked EFD to blade, both having
numerous markings to the blades (4)
£100-120

302.

303.

311. Four no.4 MkII stick bayonets,
complete with scabbards, some having
additional markings (8)
£40-60

Two British Remington P13
Home guard bayonets, one dated 1916,
the other 1917, numerous markings to
both of the blades, one with leather frog,
the other with canvas (4)
£120-150
Two Sanderson SMLE bayonets
and scabbards, both 1907 pattern, dated
15 and 19, numerous markings to the
blades, one with canvas frog with partial
service number (4)
£100-120

304.

A US Remington 1917 bayonet
and scabbard, marked to the single
fullered blade, with leather and steel
scabbard, and leather frog (2)
£60-80

305.

Two Remington bayonets, one
US dated 1917, the other dated 1913,
both having steel and leather scabbards,
one with original leather frog (4)
£100-150

306.

288.

A Japanese Tanto in the form
of a Dragon, signed by Fuyu Hiro Sasha/
Wakasa school, signature verified by
Marcus Sesco, blade approx. 12’
£400-600

297.

A matching number Gras
bayonet and scabbard, 20502, date 1877,
together with another gras and scabbard,
1876 (4)
£40-60

289.

298.

307.
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A matching number Gras
bayonet and scabbard, 92879, date 1879,
together with another gras and scabbard,
dated 1876, both having markings to the
quillon (4)
£80-120
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309. A Brown Bess socket bayonet,
by G Salter, marked 1/16 to the socket
and P4 to the blade
£50-80
310. Two 1853 pattern socket
bayonets, one believed to be for the
Staffordshire Volunteers, marked VST22
to the frog stud, and 55 to the scabbard,
the socket also with matching numbers,
the other marked WD with broad arrow,
both having scabbards, volunteers with
frog (4)
£100-150

A Swiss 1918 pattern bayonet
by Elsener Schwyz, with double edged
blade, serial 924799, complete with
steel scabbard and leather frog, together
with a Swiss Sig, marked W 286295, also
complete with steel scabbard and leather
frog (4)
£60-80

A Meiji Period one piece Tanto,
having oil tempered blade, 22cm, having
two Horimono of male dragons, all metal
mounts, brass and copper with engraving
of trees, blossoms and bird, remains of
gilt decoration, with stylised elephants
head Kashira, signed in Kaisho Kanji (one
character)
£500-700

308. A Swiss 1918 pattern bayonet
by Waffenfabrik Neuhausen, serial
868075, complete with steel scabbard
and leather frog marked O.Schurmann, 8
sattler 7, Sempach, together with a Swiss
Sig marked W578802 and maker mark,
also with steel scabbard and leather frog
(4)
£50-80

Four no.4 MkII stick bayonets,
complete with scabbards, some having
additional markings (8)
£40-60

312. A Brown Bess socket bayonet,
having indistinctive makers mark to the
blade, also marked 31 with crown, also
with other markings (1)
£50-80
313. An 1853 socket bayonet,
marked WD with broad arrow, crown
E12, complete with leather and brass
scabbard, stamp with WD and broad
arrow (2)
£60-80
314. An 1853 socket bayonet,
marked with crown and E6 to the blade,
complete with an unmarked leather and
brass scabbard (2)
£60-80
315. Four no.4 MkII stick bayonets,
complete with scabbards, some having
additional markings (8)
£40-60
316. A Brown Bess socket bayonet,
having indistinctive marking to the blade,
complete with clip (1)
£50-80
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317.

An Indian pattern socket
bayonet, marked B13 with indistinctive
makers name, also with other markings
to the blade, complete with brass and
leather scabbard, together with an 1853
pattern socket bayonet, (3)
£50-80

318.

An 1842 pattern Brown Bess
socket bayonet, having various markings
to the blade, including Crown B16, EX and
indistinctively marked with makers name,
also marked A51 to the socket (1)
£50-80

319.

A group of three Spanish
bayonets, including an M58, with makers
mark and serial E44013, plus an M1941
by Toledo, serial n4853 (non matching
numbers scabbard), and another Spanish
example marked 1864, with serial 36551,
all with scabbards (6)
£60-80

320. A group of world bayonets,
including a Spanish M58 by Toldeo, a
Yugoslavian M44, a Czech V224, an FN
Fala cruciform bayonet and three SKS
bayonets (parcel)
£80-120
321.

An Erfurt 1884/98 sawback
bayonet, by Gedr Heller Marienthal,
complete with steel scabbard (2)
£150-180

322.

An 1884/98 sawback removed
bayonet, by Gottlieb Hammesfahr
Solingen Foche, also marked to the
pommel, complete with steel scabbard
(2)
£100-150

323.

A Belgian made Chinese Ersatz,
having triform blade, with metal grip,
complete with steel scabbard and original
leather frog (2)
£200-250

324. A Romanian Peabody bayonet,
marked Steyr, also marked to the guard,
with serial to the steel scabbard B12454,
also marked K to the spine of the blade
(2)
£150-200
325.

A Naval matching numbers Gras
bayonet and scabbard, serial 96440, the
spine of the blade marked L Deny Paris
1878, complete with steel scabbard with
original loop (2)
£100-120
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326.

A Private Purchase double
barrel hunting bayonet, possibly Beligian
or French, unmarked to the single
fullered blade, with floral decoration to
the guard and loop, horn handle, blade
approx. 57cm, complete with leather and
metal scabbard (2)
£800-1000

336.

A Tibetan sword, having
numerous decorative markings to the
87cm long blade, double edged, with
one piece cross guard, complete with
decorative leather scabbard (2)
£150-200

337.

An assortment of various
leather and steel scabbards, including six
No.4 MkII, US M8A1, another US example
and more (parcel)
£60-80

A Tibetan sword, having
90cm long blade, double edged, with
two crescent moons to the blade, with
one piece cross guard, complete with
decorative leather scabbard with applied
metal decoration (2)
£150-200

328.

338.

327.

A group of four modern hunting
knives, including a Buck, an MM, an
Imperial, and a Rostfrei, with sheaths,
plus a small selection of pocket knives
(parcel)
£40-60

329.

A Kukhri knife, complete with
sheath and two smaller knives, together
with two Middle Eastern knives, both
with sheaths (6)
£30-40

330.

A George Butler & Co hunting
knife, having spear point blade, together
with three other hunting knives, including
a Venture and a William Rogers, plus a
another (5)
£70-100

331.

An unusual clip point knife with
brass finger loop, by James Barber of
Sheffield, complete with leather sheath
(2)
£120-180

332.

A George Butler & Co bowie
knife, having antler handle, with ingle
edged cutting blade, with makers name,
together with leather sheath (2)
£120-150

A George V Royal Artillery
Officer’s Sword, by J.R.Gaunt & Son
Limited Late Edward Thurkle, having
decoratively etched blade with Artillery
emblem and motto amongst floral swags,
marked 14263 to spine of bade, fish skin
and wire grip, complete with leather
covered steel scabbards (2)
£180-220

339.

A Royal Artillery Officer’s sword,
by Warrant Henry Wilkinson, the etched
blade AF, stamped 50573 to the spine of
the blade, with fish skin and wire grip and
leather covered steel scabbard (2)
£100-150

340.

A George V Royal Engineers
Officer’s sword, having pierced design to
the guard with GRV cipher, etched blade,
fish skin and wire guard, complete with
leather covered steel scabbard, AF (2)
£120-180

341.

An Officer’s sword, marked 4 to
the single edged fullered blade, complete
with leather covered steel scabbard and
hanger (2)
£100-150

342.

345.

A Hitler Youth style hunting
dagger, marked RZM M7/33 to blade,
complete with scabbard (2)
£70-100

346.

An SA style dagger, by Karl
Burgsmuller, with scabbard (2)
£30-50

347.

An SA style dagger, having
dedication to blade, by Paul Weyersberg
& Co, complete with scabbard and hanger
(2)
£80-100

348.

A British 1907 pattern bayonet,
by Wilkinson, proof marked to the
blade, date and makers name slightly
worn, together with a leather and steel
scabbard (2)
£40-60

349.

A selection of items, to include
an overseas sword, AF, a throwing spear,
tribal paddles, a silver topped cane, a
reproduction percussion cap rifle and
more (parcel)
£60-100

350.

A George V Royal Air Force
Officer’s Sword, having single fullered
etched blade, pierced guard, shagreen
and wire grip, with eagle head pommel,
complete with brass and leather
scabbards (2)
£200-250

351.

A selection of Middle Eastern
knives, together with a selection of men’s
cut throat razors, and a small selection of
pen knives (parcel)
£60-80

352.

A collection of various knives,
including a Kukri with miniature knives, a
deer foot hunting knife, a Pacemaker and
more, plus a Diana Model 2 pistol (parcel)
£60-100

An unusual hunting dagger,
having antler handle with cruciform
blade, blade unmarked
£100-120

A court sword, having trifoil
blued etched blade, with makers
mark, having crown shield to the swag
decorated hand guard, with wooden and
brass decorated handle (1)
£150-200

334.

A 3rd Pattern Fairbairn Sykes
Fighting dagger, having turned wooden
handle, with leather sheath (2)
£100-150

343.

Three SA style daggers, one SS
by Boker, all having double edged etched
blades, all with different handles
£100-150

An Elizabeth II 1897 pattern
Infantry Officer’s sword, by Wilkinson,
number 56478, with etched blade and
pierced guard, fish skin and wire grip,
complete with leather covered steel
scabbard and brown leather hanger (2)
£180-220

335.

344.

354.

333.

A Demag Unit marked bayonet
and scabbard, marked 21/41 20 for the
41st Infantry Regiment, blade marked
D.R.G.M to the blade , with leather
hanger
£250-300

A reproduction Hitler Youth
dagger, marked RZM M7/38 to the blade,
complete with scabbard (2)
£30-40
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353.

A Japanese Bone tanto, the
body being carved with numerous Far
Eastern figures, 15cm long blade, AF,
completely detached from body, 30cm
total length
£100-150
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

355.

An Austrian m1854 socket
bayonet, V765, with proof marks to the
side, together with another example,
both having cruciform blades (2)
£60-100

365. A US Military Vietnam era M67
Baseball Grenade, inert, dated 1973,
with original stencilling, in original stores
pot
£120-150

356.

366. A US V40 mini grenade,
complete with clip, inert
£100-150

A WWII GRI MkII bayonet, by
RFI, dated 1941, complete with leather
and steel scabbard
£40-60

357.

A large Middle Eastern Kukri,
complete with sheath, missing smaller
knives, together with two smaller
examples, both with skinning knives, one
of the smaller kukris having markings to
blade (3)
£70-100

358.

Two AK47 bayonets and
scabbards, both with wire cutters,
matching numbers, HF2329 and HF2541,
numbers added later (2)
£60-80

359.

Two AK47 bayonets and
scabbards, both with wire cutters,
matching numbers, EA3827 and EZ3679,
numbers added later (2)
£60-80

360.

A Military Issue Korean War
period Machete, inscribed with broad
arrow, KE8277 and dated 1954, complete
with 1952 dated military issue sheath by
B.H&G
£60-80

361.

A WWII period Inert Mills
Grenade, painted cream, marked WD
to the front screw, complete with pin,
cracked
£40-60

362.

A WWII German S Mine 35
Triple wooden carry case, having original
stencilling to the lid, approx. 40cm long
£150-200

363.

A collection of 20 RG42
grenades with fuses, inert, in wooden
carry case
£250-300

364.

A British 76mm TP MOD 79 with
dummy fuse, having original stencilling,
together with an 85mm Eastern Bloc
projectile, fired from the D44 cannon and
the T34 85, both inert (2)
£80-120

367. An 81mm French Training
Mortar, 29cm, marked EB
£70-100
368. A WWII German 80mm
Granatwerfer 34 Mortar, inert, the fuse
marked 227 Wgr ZT, dated 43, also with
German stamp
£150-200
369. Two inert mortar rounds, one
British, the other German, having original
stencilling
£60-100
370. A German Browning HighPowered holster, in stiff brown leather,
marked ‘clg 44’ under clasp
£70-100
371. A brown leather Sheldon &
Sons of Walsall pistol holster, marked
and dated C & M 1900
£50-100
372. A Korean War period US M1
Garand brown leather sling, having brass
duel claw clasps and multiple adjustment
holes (1)
£50-80
373. A US Colt Revolver holster and
strap, dated 1943, marked US SEMS 43 to
the inside, complete with a selection of
inert ammunition
£50-80
374. A WWII period Radio back pack,
marked BG-151-F to top, together with a
1966 C.B & Co Ltd Grenade satchel, plus
two 1950s webbing pouches (4)
£60-80
375. Five Hungarian AK47 magazine
pouches, the green leather cases opens
to reveal five compartments, with
pockets to either side (5)
£60-80
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376.

An assorted group of ten AK
magazine pouches, various ages, all
canvas, one with leather lining, a few
with paper date labels to the reverse (10)
£70-100

377.

A group of ten East German
AK magazine pouches, each having
Strichtarn camouflage, opens to reveal
four compartments, various conditions
(1)
£60-80

378.

A collection of ten AK Gas
Mask bags, each canvas bag with black
leatherette/vinyl bottom and lining,
complete with ten AK magazine pouches
(20)
£100-150

379.

A selection of 20 SKS
ammunition pouches, the vinyl coated
pebble grain canvas pouches with canvas
belt loops, various conditions (20)
£80-100

380.

Ten AK triple magazine pouches,
the canvas pouches having three
compartments to the inside, some dated
and marked to the inside 1980s, various
conditions (10)
£70-100

381.

A group of 20 Mosin Nagant
ammunition pouches, the vinyl coated
pebble grain pouches having duel
compartments, dated to inside 1950s and
60s (20)
£80-120

382.

Five ZB26/30 light machine
gun ammunition pouches, some being
marked, leather straps, various conditions
(5)
£70-100

383.

Ten German Bundeswehr P1/
P38 holsters, all of camouflage canvas
construction, stamped to the inside, with
plastic hangers to reverse (10)
£60-80

384.

A collection of five PPSh41 drum magazine pouches, canvas
construction some having markings (5)
£70-100

385.

Five MG42 machine gun spare
barrel transit cases, the metal cases, in
green, all having carry straps (5)
£60-80
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386.

A group of ten PPS-43
magazine pouches, each having three
compartments, together with ten PPS-43
leather and canvas slings, plus ten PPS-43
magazines (30)
£80-100
Five MG42 machine gun breech
covers, the canvas covers with leather
outer, various ages and conditions (5)
£60-80
A group of five PPSh-41 leather

slings, -5
£60-80

389.

Five M56 magazine pouches,
each having four compartments, together
with two RPG carry packs, one for 2 the
other for 7 (7)
£80-120

390.

Ten DP28 light machine gin
drum magazines, good condition (10)
£70-100

391.

A collection of ten Thompson
30rd magazines, well greased (10)
£80-100

392.

Ten MG42 leather slings, the
leather slings having metal clips and
buckle adjustors (10)
£70-100

393.

Five MG42 cleaning kits with
accessories, the canvas bags having
cleaning accessories, including a mitten,
brushes, cannisters for oil and more
(parcel)
£100-150

394.

Ten G3 Select-Fire Battle rifle
breech covers, various conditions (10)
£60-80

395.

Five WWII era ZB26 or 30
Machine Gun covers, the canvas covers
having leather straps (5)
£70-100

396.

A WWII German MP38-MP40
SMG magazine, dated 42, with German
makers marks and Nazi Coded, ‘KUR’ and
WOA315’ (1)
£60-80

397.

A vintage Bren Gun magazine
box, containing 12 bren gun magazines,
the case having remanence of lettering to
the front, magazines well greased (parcel)
£80-120

399.

387.

388.

398.

Five Unissued M16A- M4 30
round magazines, in original packaging,
unknown American Military Contract (5)
£70-100

A collection of 20+ 50 round
MG42/53 machine gun links, well
greased (20+)
£70-100

409.

An Antique Enfield 1853 .75
calibre percussion cap musket, having
3 band, marked to the lock plate 1855
Tower, with proof marks to the 39’’
barrel, the stock stamped ‘Pimlico 1862’,
non-working action, missing ram rod, AF
£450-500

410.

400. An assortment of 12 magazines,
to include Dragunov Snipers, 2 x bren,
DP28, M56, Thompson, Uzi, G£, Madsen,
2 x PPS-43 and an M16 (parcel)
£70-100

A Deactivated British WWI
Enfield SMLE MkIII, dated 1918, various
stamps and proof markings, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
serial 1324, dated 02/06/2020, with
restorations
£400-500

401.

411.

Three metal powder flasks,
bearing images of field artillery gins and
flags to each, all unnamed, together with
three Hunting metal powder flasks, one
by Dixon & Son (6)
£40-60

402.

Three vintage leather powder
flasks, one by G.J.W Hawkelet, the other
unnamed (3)
£40-60

403.

A German Mauser rifle cleaning
kit, complete with contents (parcel)
£30-40

404.

A vintage gun cabinet, having
faux drawers to the bottom, with glazed
top, fitting six guns, complete with
cartridge belt, cleaning rods and a seat
stick, 164cm tall, AF
£80-120

An Obsolete calibre Nepalese
Snider 3 band .577 calibre rifle, having
rear sight with Nepalese numerals,
also marked to the top to the action in
Nepalese, 36’’ barrel, complete with ram
rod (1)
£650-750

412.

An E West & Son side by side
12 bore shotgun, having makers name
to barrel and side of decorative body,
serial 34322, proof of Section 2 Shotgun
License required for this lot
£50-100

413.

An E West & Son of Retford
.410 single shot shotgun, serial 103,
with cross hatched design to the wooden
body, proof of Section 2 Shotgun license
required for this lot
£40-60

414.

A 1944 M.E.Co Vickers ammo
box carrier, together with a 1943 radio
bag, all stamped up (2)
£50-80

An inter-war BSA Light Pattern
.177 air rifle, serial L1465, marked BSA
with various Patented countries and
dates to the top of the barrel
£100-150

406.

415.

405.

A WWII period leather holster,
possibly for a Luger,
£100-150

407.

A WWII US Officer’s Colt 45
holster, in brown leather by R.I.A
£40-60

408.

A US Officer’s black leather
holster by Bolen Lea Prod, 7791495,
together with a US K Frame 4’’ barrel
Highway Patrol Holster (2)
£50-80
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A W J Jeffrey 12 bore side
by side shotgun, serial 2150, having
Damascus barrel, marked with makers
name and address, Victoria Street
London, with foliate decoration to the
side, barrel length 30”, in fitted E West
& Son case, with leather sling, proof of
Section 2 Shotgun license required for
this lot
£600-800

416.

A brass barrelled Bunney of
London coaching pistol, the flintlock
pistol having proof marks to the 26cm
barrel, with criss cross design to the
handle, decorative brass trigger guard,
complete with ram rod
£300-500
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

417.

A Deactivated Czechoslovakian
VZ24 Mauser 7.92mm rifle, dated 1939,
the bolt action marked with makers
name, proof marks and serial BR9294,
stock also stamped with serial, foresight
shield present, 23’’ barrel, with latest EU
spec deactivation, cert no. 155999 from
the Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
dated 30/06/2020
£400-500

422. A Deactivated J Stevens A & T
Co .32 calibre Falling Block rifle, serial
15956marked with makers name and
5.R.F to the side of the 22’’ barrel, with
decorative butt, having stags head deign,
deactivated to the latest EU standard,
complete with certificate, no. 156739,
from The Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof
House, dated 30/07/2020
£350-400

418.

423. A Deactivated Soviet 9K111
Fagot Tube, Rocket Launcher, having
opening hinged end cap, in camo colours,
serial 102, 42” barrel, deactivated to the
latest EU standard, with certificate from
The London Proof House, no.188, dated 9
Aug 2018
£150-200

A Deactivated German Mauser
G98 7.92mm bolt action rifle, having
makers name ‘Waffen Fabrik’ and dated
1910 or 1916 to top of action, also with
proof marks and serial 5998, complete
with correct leather sling, with latest EU
deactivation certificate, no.157215 from
the Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
dated 11/09/2020
£350-450

419.

A rare WWII period deactivated
Harrington & Richardson Arm Co Mark
III A Signal pistol, makers name to top of
barrel, marked with model to the side,
marked with broad arrow in oval to the
other, 1 inch calibre, wooden grip with
cross hatched design, with latest EU
standard deactivation certificate from the
London Proof House no.542, dated 12
Dec 2019
£200-250

420.

A Deactivated Lee Enfield Bolt
Action Grenade Launcher, converted
from the No.4 Lee Enfield rifles, with
No.5 stocks fitted for the recoil pad, used
by the British and Irish, they could fire
Mills Grenades and Smoke Grenades,
marked US Property, No.4 MkI, serial
OC06412, painted stencil ‘A 1944’ to
the stock, original wire wrap, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
no.155987 and dated 30/06/2020
£350-400

421.

A Deactivated Third Reich Kar
98 7.62mm Mauser bolt action rifle,
1941, dated with BCD code, GustlottWerke production, having Waffenampt
stamps, multiple proof stamps and
serial 8353, stencilled 279 to the stock,
deactivated to latest EU standard, with
certificate from The Birmingham Gun
Barrel Proof House, no. 156494, dated
22/07/2020
£550-650

424. A Deactivated German Hebel
Flare pistol, model 1894, serial 51926,
having various proof marks to the
side of the barrel and stock, 9’’ barrel,
deactivated to EU standard, complete
with certificate no. 43396, dated 11 Dec
2019
£200-250
425. A Deactivated British .577
Martini Henry rifle converted to a 22LR,
converted by W.W Greener for the N.R.A,
serial 6863, with 30’’ barrel, marked
with the Queen’s Crown and VR to the
body, proof marked to the barrel, various
markings to the wooden body, complete
with deactivation certificate from the
London Proof House, no.7759, dated 5
Mar 2020
£400-450
426. A rare WWI Ersatz Spigot
Mortar in fused solid relic condition,
made use of the standard issue
Granatwerfer 16 Spigot mortar bomb,
36’’ in length
£400-450
427. A Deactivated Swedish Military
Remington Rolling Block 8x58R calibre
rifle, having matching numbers, stamped
to the 33’’ barrel with proof marks and
OG.GM, dated 1871, with disc to the
stock marked 23R. B. No.1563, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
London Proof House, no. 4949, dated 2
Nov 2018
£400-450
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428.

A Deactivated Springfield 30-06
Calibre M1903A3 bolt action rifle, serial
3411628, having cross hatched target
stock, marked to the marked with makers
name and proof marks, ‘Remington’,
deactivated to the latest EU standard,
with certificate from The Birmingham
Gun Barrel Proof House, no. 156474,
dated 22/07/2020
£350-450

429.

A Deactivated Sten Mk V 9mm
Sub Machine Gun, serial 68832, 7.8’’
barrel, complete with magazine, wooden
pistol grip, vertical wooden for grip,
wooden stock, deactivated to latest EU
Standard, with certificate, No.5831, dated
23 May 2019 from The London Proof
House
£400-500

430.

A Deactivated Glock 17
9mm Fourth Generation automatic
pistol, serial NL03075, proof markings
throughout, complete with certificate
from The London Proof House, no.8179,
dated 6 Oct 2020
£450-500

435.

A Deactivated British Enfield
No.1 MkV Flare Pistol, broad arrow
stamped, serial 5584, 1’’ calibre,
complete with certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
no.149325, dated 16/01/2019
£250-350

436.

An Antique French 1854
Manufacture model 1853 .71 calibre
percussion musket, makers name to the
lock plate, proof marks to the barrel, rear
sight, 34’’ barrel, action works well
£800-1000

437.

A Deactivated US Harrington
& Richardson 12 gauge ‘Game Getter’
bolt action shotgun, serial R20280, barrel
length 26’’, missing magazine, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
no.156139, dated 09/07/2020
£150-200

438.

An Antique Belgian M1851
percussion cap .71 calibre musket, proof
marked to the 31’’ barrel, action works
well, complete with ram rod
£400-500

A Deactivated US M19 60mm
Mortar, Brandt Type A, 25’’ barrel ,
number N307, with fully functional
safety and firing mechanism, complete
with correct sling, heat shield, tool kit
and spares in pouch and cleaning rod,
complete with deactivation certificate
from The Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof
House, no.152218, dated 05/09/2019
£400-450

432.

439.

431.

A Deactivated M97 ILAW 84mm
Light Anti-Tank weapon, having moving
front grip, shoulder rest, cocking handle,
safety and working flip up sights, barrel
length 105’’, number 457, complete with
certificate from The Birmingham Gun
Barrel Proof House, no.152679, dated
18/10/2019
£200-250

433.

A Deactivated British Enfield
SMLE MkIII bolt action rifle, serial 2938,
.303 calibre, 64cm barrel, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
no.155265, dated 02/06/2020
£400-450

A Deactivated MG53 Light
Machine Gun and Gunners pack, the
MG53, serial L35714, with 24’’ barrel,
having certificate from The Birmingham
Gun Barrel Proof House, no.154560,
dated 06/03/2020, complete with
Gunners Kit, comprising of Breach cover,
side magazine drum, spare barrel case,
sling, ammo tin, 5 x ammo links, starter
tab and cleaning rod (parcel)
£800-1000

440.

A brass barrelled flintlock
blunderbuss, having indistinctive London
makers name to the lock plate,39cm long
barrel with proof marks, complete with
ram rod, action works well
£1000-1200

434.

A Deactivated Bren MkIII .303
Light Machine Gun, dated 1954, with
22’’ barrel, serial no.LB54869, complete
with stand and removeable magazine,
complete with certificate from The
London Proof House, no. 7027, dated 1
Oct 2019
£500-600
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442.

A Wiltshaw & Robinson Carlton
China crest ed china model of Old Bill,
with ‘Yours to a Cinder Old Bill to the
base, bearing the crest of Gloucester
(modern), together with another crested
model of Old Bill, unnamed bearing the
crest for Sheffield, both approx. 14cm H
(2)
£50-80

443.

A collection of 20 WWI
crested Ambulances, from various
manufacturers, including Graftin China,
Arcadian China, Panorama English China,
Wlitshaw & Robinson Carlton China, Elite
China Series, Alexandra China and more,
some unnamed, all having various British
and Military crests (20)
£50-80

444.

A group of WWI crested
Submarines, to include Commander
Noel Lawrence E1, two E4 subs, thee E9
subs, an E5 or * sub and two German
U-Boats, all with different crests, from
various manufacturers, comprising Savoy,
Carlton, Shelley, Arcadian, Alexandra,
Swan and Grafton (9)
£80-120

445.

A collection of twelve crested
china busts, comprising Arcadian Peeping
Tom of Coventry, Arcadian Tommy Atkins,
Arcadian John Bell, Arcadian Territorial
with poem to reverse, Swan ‘What can
sit on the Thistle noo’ and more, various
manufacturers (12)
£80-120

446.

A Savoy China crested model
of HMS Lion, bearing Harwich crest,
together with a selection of eight other
crested chins Naval ships, to include HMS
Inflexible, HMS Queen Elizabeth, HMS
Humber, HMS Iron Duke and HMS War
Spite, various manufacturers and crests
(9)
£80-120

447.

A large collection of 30 crested
Ambulances, various manufacturers
including Victoria, Willow Art, Shelley,
Arcadian, Savoy, Alexandra, Carlton,
Florentine and more, all bearing different
crests and red crosses, some of different
style and size (3)
£70-100

441.

An obsolete calibre .54
Beaumont Adams type revolver, having
possible makers mark to under the barrel
side lever with indistinctive serial, marked
to drum, cross hatched grip
£500-600
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

448.

Two Carlton China Great War
Munitions Workers, standing holding
a shell while standing next to others,
inscribed ‘Doing Her Bit’ and ‘Shells and
more Shells’, bearing Mildenhall and
Mansfield crests approx 14cm H (2)
£60-80

455.

449.

An Arcadian china ‘Petrol Sir’
petrol pump, together with a selection
of crested china motor cars, including
Tuscan China two seater, Arcadian,
Victoria, Carlton and more, all bearing
various crests (114)
£70-100

456.

450.

457.

A rare Arcadian China model of
a Hairbrush Grenade, Reg No.657702,
bearing Ashford crest, together with
another rare Savoy China model of a
Stokes Bomb, marked 575, bearing
Worthing crest, plus a Diamond China
model of a Stokes Bomb, bearing
Southend-on-Sea crest (3)
£100-150

451.

A collection of WWI crested
china nurses, to include two Arcadian
‘Soldier’s Friend’ bearing Frensham and
Calne crest, Devonia Art china ‘A Friend
in Need’, bearing Plymouth crest, two
Shelley Florence Nightingale, bearing
Colchester and Clacton-on-Sea crests, and
four others (9)
£80-120

452.

A collection of 24 WWI crested
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans, various
makers, comprising Corona China,
Shelley, Caledonia, Wy Knot, Waterfall
Heraldic, Arcadian, Willion Art and more,
each bearing different crests, various
styles and sizes (24)
£60-80

453.

A selection of crested bust of
Famous Gentlemen and Politicians,
including Wordsworth, John Peel, David
Lloyd George DCL Prime Minister of
England, John Riskin, Scott, Burns and
more, various makers and crests (8)
£50-80

454.

A group of WWI crested field
guns, including Desert Gun (Reading),
German Gun captured by the British
(Bournemouth), Field Gun with Shield
(Godalming), plus others for Kensington,
Warminster and another (7)
£60-100
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A collection of twelve crest
busts of military men, including
Kitchener, Nelson. John Travers Hero
of Jutland, General Joffre, Jellicoe, and
more, all bearing different crests, various
makers (12)
£70-100
A group of nine WWI crested
china models of tanks, various
manufacturers and British tanks, with
crests for Oswestry, City of London, Tank
Corps, Grimsby, Keswick, City of Lincoln,
Carlisle and more (9)
£70-100
A large collection of 25 WWI
Red Cross vans and Ambulances, various
manufacturers and crests, AF (25)
£60-80

458.

A collection of nine crested
busts of Royalty, comprising Arcadian
Prince of Wales, Savoy Albert King of the
Belgians, and more by Arcadian, Clifton
and Carlton, all having different crests (9)
£70-100

459.

Two WWI Grafton china crested
figure, one ‘Over The Top’ marked 433,
bearing Enfield crest, the other ‘The
Bomb Thrower’ marked 425, bearing
Crewe crest (2)
£100-150

460.

A group of crested military
figures, including Arcadian Bugler Boy,
Drummer Boy, two Shelley ‘Scotland For
Ever’, Grafton Ripon Hornblower, Carlton
‘Are We Downhearted, No!’ and more,
various makers and crests (12)
£70-100

461.

A selection of crested china
military figures, to include Carlton china
‘The Historical Dwarf’, two Arcadian
Russian Cossacks and British Cavalry
Soldier, Arcadian Colonial Soldier and
more (10)
£60-100

462.

An Arcadian crested figure
of a Policeman, Controlling the traffic’
bearing Coventry crest, together with
a selection of military figures, including
Sailors, French Soldier, and more, various
manufacturers and crest (12)
£60-100

463. Three Arcadian China crested
figures, comprising Tommy in Bayonet
Attack (Berwick-on-Tweed), Tommy
Throwing Hand Grenade (Christchurch)
and Scotch Soldier (Manchester) (3)
£80-120
464. An assortment of WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross vans, various
manufacturers, to include Arcadian,
Alexandra, Norfolk and many more, all
with different crests (22)
£60-80
465. A Savoy china model of the
Zeppelin ‘Destroyed by Lieutenant
Robinson VC at Cuffley Essex Sep 3rd
1916’, together with a selection of other
Zeppelin/Airship models by different
manufacturers, including S Hancock &
Sons, plus an Arcadian Observer Sausage
balloon model. AF (7)
£50-80
466. Two Carlton RNAS AntiAircraft Motors, having Eastbourne and
Carmarthen crests, together with a Savoy
‘Namur’ Armoured car, plus a Queens
China example, and a Carlton Armoured
car with Tank Corps Crest (5)
£60-80
467. A large WWI Arcadian china
model of a Tank, number 572151, having
small Loftus-in-Cleveland crest to the
side, 33cm long, 18cm wide, AF (1)
£200-300
468. A collection of thirteen WWI
crested china aeroplanes, various
manufacturers, to include Carmen, Pearl
Arms China, Carlton, Savoy, Grafton,
Coronet and more, all of different styles
with various crests, AF (13)
£150-200
469. A group of five Arcadian and
Coronet crested ware items, including
‘How ink is made’ (Paignton), ‘A Black Bird
From’ (Windsor), ‘A Study in Black and
Fright’ (Johannesburg), plus two others
(5)
£80-120
470. Four Aynsley China and silver
rimmed dishes, having crests for 2nd
Life Guards, 75th & 92nd Foot Gordon
Highlanders, Kings Own Scottish Borders
25th Foot, and 9th Queens Royal Lancers,
together with a Royal Artillery Example,
plus one in the shape of a boot with
Ventnor crest, all silver is hallmarked (6)
£60-80
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471.

A large collection of 48 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans, various
styles, makers and crests, some with
some damages, AF (48)
£100-150

472.

A selection of transport related
crested china, to include a Carlton China
‘Over The Hills and Far Away’, a Carlton
Horse and Cart, various cars, buses, a
van and two others, various makers and
crests (12)
£60-80

473.

An extensive collection of
crested lighthouses, including Long Ship’s
Lighthouse Lands End, Needle Rocks
and Lighthouse, Cove Sea, Beachy Head,
Barness and many more, various makers
and crests (45+)
£60-80

474.

Two WWI Arcadian China
models of Dispatch Riders, having
Eastbourne and Wolverhampton crests,
together with a Carlton china model of
a motorbike and sidecar, with Kinghorn
crest (3)
£50-80

479.

A group of 19 crested buildings
and landmarks, to include Albert
Memorial Tower, Blackpool Tower,
Stonebow Lincoln, Tower Bridge,
Wembley Sports Stadium, Clifton
Suspension bridge and more, all various
makers and crests (19)
£60-100

480.

A collection of 40 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans,
having various crests , including
Halifax, Huddersfield, Ludgershall,
Knaresborough, Harwich, Lowestoft,
Kings Lynn and many more , various
makers (40)
£70-100

481.

A group of six Aynsley crest
military fuses, each having a different
military crest, comprising Coldstream
Guards, 20th Middlesex (Artists) Rifle
Volunteers, The Queen’s Westminster
13th Reserve Volunteers, 1st V.B Queens
Royal West Surrey, The Royal Scots 1st
Foot, and the Royal Horse Guards (6)
£60-80

482.

A collection of crest
ammunition and shells, having military
and place name crests, including
Grenadier Guards 1st Battalion, The Life
Guards, Redcar, Carlisle, Bordon and
more (parcel)
£40-60

A WWI Grafton China model of
a Motor Tractor used on the Western
Front, having City of Oxford crest,
together with a selection of WWI crested
Tank models, including a Carlton example
with Alexandra Princess of Wales’s Own
Yorkshire Regiment crest, various makers
(11)
£80-120

476.

483.

475.

A group of 18 crested castle
models, to include Abbey Tower West
Malling, The Keep Conisborough Castle,
Bootham Bar, Walmgate Bar, Nottingham
Castle, The Bargate Southampton, Hay
Castle Brecon and more, all with different
crests, various makers (18)
£80-120

A large collection of crested
china hats and helmets, including
Tommy’s Steel Helmet, Pith helmet, Spike
helmets, Military caps, Side caps, and
many more, various makers and crests
(50+)
£80-120

484.

A selection of various crested
models of Field Artillery guns, including
the Desert Gun, an Apline Gun and more,
plus a Ducking Stool, various makers and
crests (parcel)
£60-80

A selection of fifteen crested
models of War Memorials, to including
Harrogate, City of London, Ilkeston,
Matlock Bath, Margate, Dingwall Hector
Macdonald Memorial, Wickham Market
and more, various manufacturers (15)
£80-120

478.

485.

477.

A large collection of 48 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans, various
styles, makers and crests, some with
some damages, AF (48)
£100-150
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Six crested bomb and grenade
models, to include two Mills Hand
Grenades (Luton and Hednesford), a
Trench Mortar Bomb (Pevensey), German
Hand Grenade (Maidstone), Plum
Pudding Bomb (Southsea), and a Canister
Bomb (Saffron Walden) (6)
£60-80

486.

An assortment of 45 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans, various
makers and crests to include, Handon,
Invergordon, Ringwood, Aberavon,
Ashburton, Bognor and many more (45)
£100-150

487.

A selection of thirteen
periodical buildings, to include Tudor
Gabled House Taunton, The Old Curiosity
Shop Portsmouth Street, model of the
Queen’s Doll House, Ancient Church
Lantern Hill Ilfracombe, St Ann;s Well
Gt Malvern, Town Hall Wallingford, and
more (13)
£50-80

488.

A collection of crested nautical
models, including HMHS Anglia, RMS
Lusitania, leisure craft, a sailing boat
titled ‘Saucy Sue’ and more (12)
£70-100

489.

A group of 30+ crested animal
models, including the three monkies
‘Speak No Evil, See No Evil, Hear No Evil’,
The Black Watch, Camels, Birds, Dogs,
Cats, Tortoises, Circus Bears and more
(30+)
£80-120

490.

A large collection of crested
vases and pots, various designs, ages and
sizes, having different crests, including
military, country and locations, numerous
makers (qty)
£40-60

491.

An Arcadian china ‘Tommy
Driving a Steam roller’, the roller
flattening a Kaiser, with Arms of Norwich
crest (1)
£30-50

492.

A small group of train/tram
related crested models, including
‘Life on the Ocean Wave’ with crest of
Christchurch New Zealand, a Locomotion
1825 with Darlington crest and more
(parcel)
£60-100

493.

Five crested military vehicle
models, three armoured vehicles and
two Motor Searchlights, having crests for
Southend-on-Sea, Redcar, Ealing, Heanor
and Walsall (5)
£40-60
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494.

A large collection of 46 crested
WWI Ambulances and Red Cross Vans,
numerous makers and designs, each
having different crests, including Belper,
Bolton, Buckfastliegh Abbey, Bolsower,
Catford, Catterick and more (46)
£100-150

495.

An Arcadian china model of a
Nurse with wounded Tommy, (Witney),
together with three Carlton ‘Tommie’s
Dugout somewhere in France’, (Tickhill,
Birmingham and RAF), plus a Shelley
‘Blighty! Is The Place for Me-e-e’
(Brighton)and an Arcadian china Tommy
on Sentry Out (Hitchin) (6)
£80-120

496.

A group of seven early Aynsley
china military crested discs, comprising
Coldstream Guards, 10th Royal Hussars,
Highland Light Infantry, Kings Dragoon
Guards, The Cameroonians Scottish Rifles,
18th Foot Royal Irish Regiment and the
Welch Regiment (7)
£50-80

497.

A selection of 17 War
memorials, to include Maiwand
Forbury Gardens Reading, Cheltenham,
Cranbrook, Great Yarmouth, Cumberland
and Morland, Brighton, Captain Cook’s
and more, various makers (17)
£80-120

498.

An assortment of Black Cat
crested figures, a selection of designs,
with different crests, to include Weston
Super Mare, Coventry, Snowdon, Herne
Bay, St Leonards, Long Itchington and
more (parcel)
£70-100

499.

An assortment of various
crested items, numerous makers, having
various British and Overseas crests
(parcel)
£60-100

500.

A Large Tenby crested WWI
Ambulance, AF, together with a selection
of 36 WWI crested Ambulances and Red
Cross vans (parcel)
£80-120

501.

A collection of ten WWI crested
Bi-Plane models, some having moving
propellers, various styles, sizes and
makers, together with a crested propeller
for the Royal Naval Air Service with
Eastbourne crest (11)
£70-100
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502.

An Arcadian china crested
model of the Bomb dropped from the
Zeppelin upon Sheringham, together
with a Goss model of German Bomb
dropped on Bury St Edmunds (See of
Canterbury), two German Zeppelin
Bombs, a Floating Mine, a Goss
Incendiary Bomb dropped at Maldon and
more (9)
£60-100

509. An assortment of various
crested items, mainly Religious Crosses,
to include Cleopatra’s Needle, Banbury
Cross, The Sailors Stone, Upleatham
Church Gibbett Cross and many more
(parcel)
£50-80

503.

510. A group of ten WWI crested
tanks, various makers and designs,
with different crests including, Tank
Corps, Newcastle on Tyne, Blackpool,
New Brighton, Barrow in Furness,
Littlehampton, St Annes on Sea,
Shoreham by Sea and City of London (10)
£100-150

504.

511. A collection of military related
crested items, to include drums, barracks,
‘We’ve Kept the Home Fires Burning’,
Fog Sirens, Martello Tower and more,
comprising of military and place name
crests (parcel)
£100-150

A large collection of crested
Monuments and Statues, to include Late
Honourable C.S. Rolls, Queen Victoria,
‘Duty Nobly Done’, Florence Nightingale,
War Memorials, Peter Pan and more,
all from various makers, with different
crests, AF (parcel)
£80-120
A collection of fourteen crested
ships, to include H.M.H.S Anglia, U-Boat,
British Mine Sweeper, HMS Tiger, HMS
Minesweeper and more, with various
crests, including Blackpool, Felixstowe,
Barry Island, Tooting, St Ives, Wylan onTyne and more (14)
£80-120

505.

A large crested china model of
a WWI Tanks, having indistinctive makers
mark to underside, with ‘Peace with
Victory and Honour’ crest to side, 32cm
in length
£200-300

506.

An Arcadian crested china
model of ‘A Tommy with his Machine
Gun’, (Cullen), together with a similar
(been over painted), plus a two piece
Savoy china model of a machine gun
(Lewes) and another model of a machine
gun with City of London crest (4)
£60-80

512. A selection of crested
weaponry, to include Field Gun, Cromwell
Cannon, four other cannons comprising
Roaring Meg, two Trench Howitzers and
a War Edition, a French 75mm, British
Naval Gun and two Trench Mortar Guns,
having different makers and crests (10)
£100-150
513. Four early Arcadian crested
military flasks, each bearing a military
crest, to include 79th Foot The Queens
Own Cameron Highlanders, 2nd Dragoons
Royal Scots Greys, 1st Essex Volunteer
Artillery Eastern Division Royal Artillery
and The Royal Horse Guards (4)
£80-120

507.

514. An assortment of crested
churches and other buildings, to include
Whitby Abbey, Carnarvon Castle, Town
Hall Chatham, Citadel Gateway, Temple
Bar and more (parcel)
£50-80

508.

515. A quantity of 45 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans, various
makers and crests, to include Watford,
Watchet, Wye, With upon Dearne,
Shoeburyness, Wombwell and many
more (45)
£80-120

A large assortment of WWI
crested Ambulances and Red Cross Vans,
from various makers, with different crests
including Runcorn, Oxford, Rainham,
Oswestry, Penrith, Ayr, Oldham and many
more (44)
£80-120
A group of five early Aynsley
china military crested horse hoof
models, including 18th Middlesex
Paddington Rifles, Northumberland
Yeomanry, 3rd Dragoon Guards, The
Lothians & Berwickshire Yeomanry
Cavalry and the 7th Middlesex London
Scottish Rifle Volunteers (5)
£80-120

516. Two Carlton China ‘Listening-In’
models, having crests for Edinburgh and
Guildford, together with a Wilton China
example with Rotherham crest (3)
£60-80
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517.

A collection of military related
crested items, to include ‘Yours to a
Cinder’ Old Bill (AF), helmets, caps, busts,
and much more, majority having place
name crests with a few military crests
(parcel)
£100-150

518.

524.

A selection of 11 crested
ship models, comprising HMS War
Spite (Liverpool), HMS Marlborough
(Manchester), Paddle Steamer
(Llandudno), Aquitania (Boscombe), HMS
Renown (Ripon) and more (parcel)
£80-120

An assortment of Black Cat
crested china, various makers, mainly
Arcadian, having numerous crests to
include, Liverpool, Whitby, Lewes,
Llandudno, Walton On The Naze and
more (parcel)
£100-150

525.

519.

526.

A group of ten crested ship
models, comprising HMHS Anglia,
Dreadnaught, HMS Canada, HMS Queen
Elizabeth, HMS Queen Mary, HMS Tiger
and more (10)
£70-100

520.

An assortment of crested
bombs, to include British Aerial Bomb
(Salisbury), German Incendiary Bomb
(City of London), Head of a German
TORPEDO (Prestatyn), German Mine
(Kensington), Floating Mine (Lens),
German Zeppelin Bomb (Luton)two
German bombs ( Inns of Court OTC and
RAF), Ariel Torpedo )Ashford), German
Ariel Torpedo (City of Watford) a torpedo
and a hot air balloon (parcel)
£80-120

521.

A collection of 43 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross Vans, various
makers, two having military crests,
comprising RAF and Royal Marines, the
others all with place crests, AF (parcel)
£80-120

522.

An assortment of crested
Memorials, comprising Douglas War
memorial, Earl Kitchener, Naval War
memorial and more, having various crests
(parcel)
£70-100

523.

A collection of 14 WWI
Ambulances and Red Cross vans, 13
having crests, including Tavistock,
Waltham Abbey, Whitchurch, Wigan, The
Seal of the Cooperation of Dredgers of
Whitstable, United South Africa and more
(parcel)
£40-60
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An assortment of Monarchy
related crested china, having various
crests of different British Kings and
Queens, to include Henry V, George I,
James II, Anne Boleyn, Mary and many
more (parcel)
£50-80
An extensive collection of
crested china, in the form of many
objects and vases, having many Abbey
and British place name crests (parcel)
£50-100

527.

A collection of 30 Military
crested china pieces, to include 13th
Hussars, East Surrey Regt, Women’s Army
Axillary Corps, 7th Foot, Queens Own
Dorsetshire Yeomanry, 4th Battalion West
Riding Regt and many more (30)
£70-100

528.

A Carlton china War Munitions
Worker, Doing Her Bit’ having Rochester
crest (1)
£30-50

529.

A collection of crested china
with Country crests, to include Egypt,
Russia, Australia, Holland, Persia, New
Zealand, Belgium, Portugal, Luxembourg
and many more, all various styles (parcel)
£50-80

530.

An extensive collection of
crested china, in various forms, with
British crests, including place names,
Universities, Abbeys and more (parcel)
£50-100

531.

A large collection of military
crested china, to include Coldstream
Guards, Somerset Light Infantry, The
Robin Hoods, The Kings Liverpool
Scottish, Grenadier Guards, HAC, 2nd
Dragoons The Royal Scots Greys and
many more (parcel)
£100-200

532.

An assortment of crested busts,
to include ‘Vote For Sloper’, ‘Put Me
Amongst the Girls’, ‘Mr Punch’, ‘Votes For
Women’ and more (parcel)
£70-100

533.

An extensive collection of
crested china, in various forms, with
British crests, including place names,
Universities, Abbeys and more (parcel)
£50-100

534.

A collection of 40+ Overseas
crested china items, comprising Sydney,
Orange River Colony, Penang, City
of Pietermaritzburg, Natal, Bombay,
Singapore, South Australia, Wellington
N.Z and many more (parcel)
£80-120

542.

A collection of Farnborough
Air show programmes, together with
a Brazilian Grand Prix Media tabard,
transport related ephemera and more
(parcel)
£30-40

543.

A 1950s chromed car mascot, of
a crouching female swimmer, unmarked
£50-100

544.

An extensive collection of
crested china, in various forms, with
British crests, including place names,
Universities, Abbeys and more (parcel)
£50-100

A large brass ships compass,
marked LW 299 to the dial, AF, complete
with side oil lamp, with note to say ‘the
compass was captured from lifeboat after
German liner Columbus was sunk after
being stopped 1939 by HMS Hyperion off
Bermuda, Comda, P.F Cole DSC RN
£100-150

536.

A large collection of figural
crest ware, to include ‘No Beer’, ‘Welsh
Tea Party’, ‘One of the B’ Hoys’, ‘Time for
Reflection’, ‘Viva La France’ and many
more (parcel)
£100-200

545.

537.

546.

535.

A large assortment of military
crested items, including Royal Naval
Air Force, Loyal North Lancashire, The
Hampshire Regt, HMS Queen Mary, 17th
Lancers, Army Cyclist Corps, Shropshire
Imperial Yeomanry and many more
(parcel)
£150-250

538.

An extensive collection of
crested china, in various forms, with
British crests, including place names,
Universities, Abbeys and more (parcel)
£50-100

539.

A ship’s three-blade propeller,
stamped 8225, 17.5 x 18 to one side and
12 86 LH to the other
£30-50

540.

A collection of Aviation items,
covering Pan Am, BEA, BOAC and more,
including playing cards, travel luggage
labels, bags, pictures, flight certificates
and more (parcel)
£50-80

541.

Concorde, a collection of related
ephemera, to include, two signed flight
card, signed by Captain Jeremy Rendall
and others, brochures, photograph’s,
information packs and more (parcel)
£60-100
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A vintage Vespa scooter screen,
white plastic with clear screen, together
with a collection of accessories, including
a kick start lever, gasket set and m0ore
(parcel)
£80-120
Three British Airways Uniform
Jackets, in grey, together with a British
Airways white pair of overalls (4)
£30-40

547.

A collection of Vintage Triumph
manuals, for various models, plus spare
part catalogues, plus two vintage Esso
Jerry cans (parcel)
£50-80

548.

A Pratts High Test Petrol &
Oil double sided enamel sign, having
hanging flange, marked ‘Bruton 2/311’,
56cm x 46cm
£250-350

552.

A collection of Bartholomew
road maps, together with a small
selection of various travel games and
other ephemera (parcel)
£100-120

561. A Morrisol ‘Sirrom’ brand oil
can, with original label, together with a
Smith’s Bluecol antifreeze half gallon can
(2)
£100-200

553.

562. A group of six Shell X-100
multigrade motor oil cans, together with
one Shell Carnea oil 1 quart can, a Shell
oil jug and two Castrol cans (parcel)
£80-120

Two 1940s B.O.A.C World
Air Route posters, one for the Eastern
Hemisphere the other for the Western,
together with a small selection of travel
brochures, including Silver City
£50-80

554.

A collection of British Military
issue maps, linen backed, including war
period examples, plus a selection of other
British and Overseas maps (parcel)
£70-100

555.

A 1940s Sensenich Bros Lititz
P.A wooden propeller, bearing makers
logos to either side, the propeller being
186cm in length with metal guards
to either side, marked to the centre,
Sensenich Model 72C-42, Ser A0438, HP
65, RPM 2350, with letter of provenance
reading ‘propeller was abandoned by
Lockhead Overseas Corporation upon
their withdrawal from Landford Lodge
Air base prior to the taking over of said
Air Base by US Air Forces, dated 25
August 1945, signed 1st Lt QMC George A
Dudding
£250-350

556.

An assortment of Concorde
related items, to include a published
book, three 2033 diaries, papers, menus
and more, together with a Rolls Royce
Enthusiast’s Club 2011 Yearbook and a
Spirit of Ecstasy letter opener (parcel)
£80-120

557.

563. A War time Pleco black out
light, AF, together with a military issue
hand held signal light, with sight to
top, complete with blue and red colour
lenses, plus two military Vapalux pressure
lanterns, model 320, both in original
boxes, possibly military issued
£60-100
564. A war period sit up and beg
bicycle, possibly BSA, in black, marked
W2 serial 3985,with Lycetts Imperial
20 saddle, with a Baycliff bag to back,
containing spares and accessories (1)
£50-100
565. An early 20th Century French
‘Joie De Vie’ nickel plated car mascot,
in the form of a dancing female, Regd
no.695780, on marble plinth, approx.
23cm in total
£120-180
566. A rare early 20th Century Elliott
Bros Motor Aneroid, the silvered dial
engraved ‘Motor Aneroid, Elliott Bros,
London’ and divided for ascent and
descent, in heavy brass weather-resistant
dashboard mount, circa 1905-1910,
75mm diam.; see Museum of the History
of Science, Oxford, for similar example,
part of the Elliott Bros archive donated by
Marconi Corporation
£60-80

A Gargoyle Mobiloil ‘’AF’’
Vacuum Oil Company Ltd enamel sign,
with the registered trademark, single
sided, 28cm x 23cm
£150-250

A collection of Cunard and
shipping related items, to include
Canberra Cruise tea spoon, Queen Mary
miniature ships bell, plates, menu cards
and more (parcel)
£30-50

550.

558.

567. Three 1989 London to Cannes
British Film Rally posters, approx. 70cm x
48cm (3)
£40-60

559.

568. A Vintage silvered car mascot,
in form of a bird of prey, unnamed, on
turned wooden plinth approx 22.5cm h
£40-60

549.

A Gargoyle Mobil oil double
sided oval enamel cabinet pediment
sign, bearing registered trade mark, 38cm
x 31cm
£150-250

551.

A leather flying jacket, the
jacket bearing no labels, for maker or size,
AF
£50-80
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A Kosaka Marine & Co Ltd
Tamaya Type 2 sextant, in fitted box, with
certificate of inspection, dated 1969
£80-120
A large pair of ship’s lights, brass
body with internal glass lights, unnamed
£200-300

560.

A collection of Bartholomew
road maps, together with other makers,
British and Overseas (parcel)
£40-60

569. Three volumes of ‘The
Automobile’, by Cassell & Company Ltd,
with red binding and gilt decoration,
coloured pull-out scymatic diagrams of
automobiles to the inside (3)
£60-80
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570.

A New Zealand Open Polo
Tournament 1988 poster, for the
Auckland Polo Club, approx. 39cm x 29cm
£30-50

571.

Five vintage gold clubs, various
makers, two with wooden shafts, the
other with metal, on vintage golfing bag
£30-40

572.

A 1980s Petron bow and arrow
set, the wooden bow with makers name,
complete with carry case, containing
arrows and accessories (parcel)
£80-120

573.

Boxing Books, thirty plus
hard and paperback books including
Muhammad Ali - Unseen Archives,
The Hardest Game - Harry Carpenter,
Dempsey, Thus Farr - Tommy Farr, Watt’s
my Name - Jim Watt and more, all
generally good condition
£40-60

574.

Seven Autographed Boxing
Books, some have dedications, Twenty
Years - Freddie Mills, Buchanan - Ken
Buchanan, Jack Kid Berg - Harding &
Berg, Henry Cooper Autobiography,
My Bleeding Business - Terry Downes
signed by Harry Gibbs (referee), I, Conteh
Autobiography & Life’s a Knockout Charlie Rose ( autograph unknown) all
good condition apart from torn dust
cover on Twenty Years.
£50-70

575.

Boxing Ephemera, seventeen
‘Boxing News’ annuals (60s/70s/80s)
a copy of ‘The Southern Ex-Boxer Commemorative Wartime Issue, five
British Boxing Yearbooks (80/90s) The
Ring 1986/87, a scrap book containing
press cuttings from the 1960s, ten copies
of ‘Boxing News’ mainly from the 1980s,
Boxing Classics of the Ages book, various
b/w images, amateur club programmes
and more
£40-60

576.

Boxing Books, Nine hardback
books, Refereeing 1000 Fights - Corri,
The Art of In-Fighting - Klaus (cover
replaced) The noble Art - Shepherd,
Forward the Light heavies - Freddie Mills,
More Ringside Seats - Wilson, What do
you know about Boxing - BuchananTaylor, Boxiana - Egan, Ring Battles of
the Century - Odd and Jack Johnson, all
generally good condition
£40-60
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577.

Football Programmes,
approximately fifty programmes, forty
Tottenham from the 1990s, a few Arsenal
and others from same era, Worthington
Cup semi final & final programmes 1999,
FCK v Tottenham x2- 1999 Feyenoord v
Spurs 1991/2 plus Official England squad
1998 coin collection, all generally good
condition
£40-60

578.

West Ham Autographs, a
Football Star Parade Annual 1970/71
containing forty autographs the majority
of West Ham players from that era
collected by the vendor including Bobby
Moore, Billy Bonds, Paul Heffer Johnny
Ayris, Trevor Brooking, Harry Redknapp
and others that include Brian Moore the
television football presenter
£80-100

579.

England Programme 1938,
England V Rest of Europe Wednesday
October 26th 1938 played at Arsenal FA,
good condition
£40-60

580.

Two England Programmes,
England V Sweden 19th November 1947
played at Arsenal FC - good condition
with little split on base of fold plus an
English Schools’ programme playing at
Dover on Saturday May 4th 1935 against
Wales - good condition with some type
indentations on cover
£40-60

581. Two FA Cup Final Programmes,
Blackpool V Manchester Utd Saturday
April 24th 1948 - generally good
condition with a little rust on staples
and edges a little soft plus the Blackpool
V Newcastle Utd final programme on
Saturday April 28th 1951 - good condition
with two rusty staples
£40-60
582.

Chelsea Programme 1936,
The Chelsea FC Chronicle - Chelsea
V Racing Club de Paris Wednesday
October 7th 1936 - has creases and some
discolouration on edges and back but no
damage
£40-60

583.

Four Tottenham Programmes,
Tottenham Hotspur V Bradford October
30th 1948, Spurs V Sheffield Wednesday
March 30th 1957, Spurs V Newcastle
September 6th 1958 & Spurs v Aston Villa
September 24th 1960 - all generally good
condition with creases that have some
wear
£40-60

589.

Liverpool DVDs & more, ten
Liverpool DVDs, Great Managers (3) FA
Cup Final 1974, Fifteen minutes that
shook the World X 2, Season Review
2005/05, Champions of Europe 2005 plus
The Ashes & World Cup wins together
with ten videos mainly Liverpool FC
£30-50

590.

584.

Tottenham Programme 1936,
Tottenham V Chesterfield November 14th
1936 Programme, reasonable condition
with edges having a little paper loss and
nicks plus creases
£40-60

585.

Tottenham Programme 1935,
Tottenham V Bradford City December
28th 1935 - fair condition with scores
written inside, a discoloured edge,
creases, small paper loss at bottom of
spine
£40-60

586.

Liverpool FC Kit, Eleven shirts
from various years and different sizes, red
- Standard Chartered , Carroll / 9 on back
(medium) red - Carlsberg, Gerrard / 8 on
back (medium) red - Reebok Carlsberg
large, black - Reebok Carlsberg (M)
Polo shirt - Reebok - red/white blue (S)
training zipped sweatshirt red - Liverpool
across front (L) red - Adidas Carlsberg (L)
red - Adidas Candy (Large Boys) white
- Carlsberg (XL) red- Reebok - Carlsberg
(M) Grey - Adidas - Carlsberg plus two
pairs of shorts, all short sleeved and good
condition
£40-60

587.

England / Suisse Football Shirts,
eight shirts in total with five England
shirts Umbro - red (XL) red (m) & white (
L) x 2 one grubby, white training top (M)
little discoloured plus a red Suisse shirt a
HNS red/white checked shirt - Lotto ( XL)
and a grey patterned Hummel shirt (L) all
good condition
£40-60

588.

England Tops, brand new
England on Tour 2007 crew neck (XL) red
cricket shirt sponsor Vodaphone (L) a
white England polo shirt (M) and a Nike
white & red crew neck with lion on front
(M) all good condition
£30-50
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Liverpool FC & more, a colour
photograph of Liverpool FC when Roy
Evans was manager with four autographs
on reverse - Ian Rush, Neil Ruddock, John
Scales and David Moores (Chair) together
with five final programmes, FA 2001,
2005, Carling 2005, Worthington 2001
& Charity Shield 2001 plus a further six
programmes, two of which are Liverpool
European matches Bayer Leverkusan & As
Roma, all good condition
£30-50

591.

Cricket Equipment, old style
cricket bag, two old Gunn & Moore - The
Autograph & Gray Nicolls - Superlite, a set
of stumps & bails, a new 5½ Kookaburra
ball and a few other balls
£50-70

592.

Wrestling Magazines, six copies
from 2002 (97- 101) four completes
sets from years 2003, 04, 05, 07, with
eleven from 2006 (147 missing) 2008
copies 162-167 plus odd copies of other
magazines
£40-60

596.

Two Pfluger Progress Skeletal
fishing reels, both stamped to the foot,
with maker name and trade mark either
side of a bulldog, one for 60 yards, the
other 80 yards, both 2?”, with turned
wooden handles (2)
£50-80

597.

A group of seven vintage
brass fishing reels, including an Army
& Navy CSL 2”, a Jardine Heaton brass
& lacquered patent 18817, 3”, an
Illingworth No.3 casting reel, a DAM
Effzett 495 2?”, two Hendryx2 “ 80 yard
and 1¾” 60 yard and a Milbro 2¾”,
various material for handles (7)
£70-100

598.

An extensive collection of
fishing related books, to include salmon
and trout fishing, various fly fishing books
and more (parcel)
£40-60

599.

A Hardy ‘The Conquest’ reel, 4”,
post war alloy reel with centre pin
£80-120

600.

An assortment of vintage rods
and reels, including Sea Streak reels,
Speedex Shakespeare, Penn No.8, plus a
various collection of rods, various ages
(parcel)
£80-120

601.

A H.L Leonard three piece cane
fishing rod, the 10½ ft rod engraved
W.M & Son N’York Sole Agents, excellent
condition
£120-180

A group of Hardy’s fishing rods,
to include two Spinning 260cm 8 1/2,
#819 Hardyraphite 290cm 9 1/2, Spinning
290cm 9 1/2 and #718 Richard Walker
Reservoir Superlite 282cm 9’ 3’’, all in
Hardy’s blue cloth bags (parcel)
£180-220

594.

602.

593.

The Masterline Challenge 9’6’’
carbon two piece rod, together with
a Fuji FPS-16 two piece rod, a MonoBoat 1.5m long single section rod, a
Shakespeare 1411-165 single section rod,
a three piece rod, an early Foster Bros
wire bound cane fishing rod, serial 41422,
two piece with spare end, plus another
cane rod, with hexagonal shaft, two piece
with spare end (parcel)
£50-80

595.

A Connespin two piece cork
and fibreglass rod, together with a
Fuji and Lamiglas two piece rods, plus
two Normark fishing rods, comprising
Norboron 10’ fly and CS1142, both two
piece (parcel)
£50-80
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An assortment of fishing
equipment, to include rods, reels and
more, various makers and ages (parcel)
£60-100

603.

A vintage Junior Purene Fire
Extinguisher, in chrome, with wall mount,
together with a vintage claxon (2)
£20-30

604.

A vintage Huntley & Palmers
biscuit tin, together with two others for
Jacobs Cream Crackers, plus a Huntley &
Palmers Superior biscuit box, cylinder in
shape (4)
£20-30

605. A quantity of Eagle Comics,
1982-1993, not complete, various
conditions (00s)
£50-80
606. A collection of Viz comics,
together with Spiderman, Oink and
2000AD comics, plus a No.15 1985 Viz
Christmas comic, together with Viz no.11
and a Viz 1993 calendar for 13 months
(parcel)
£30-50
607. An assortment of Round
Table medallions, for Sutton and Royal
Kingston, together with a selection of
various pin badges, cufflinks and more,
plus a small selection of boy scout badges
(parcel)
£50-100
608. A vintage wall telephone,
no.121, mk234, complete with internal
components
£50-80
609. A collection of various hunting
related items, including two rifle
magazines, one marked Anschutz, a
selection of gun cleaning items, six pocket
knives, antler handled utensils, a leather
cased set of drinking vessels, a leather
shot flask with dog design to side, a
cheroot (AF) and more (parcel)
£70-100
610. A collection of nine Laison
Prunier restaurant menus, dated 1938,
for the 72 St James’s Street London
restaurant, having different artwork to
the front, food and drinks menu inside
and to reverse, in French and English (9)
£60-80
611. A cased bottle of KWV Superior
Bin B 14 1930 Muscadel wine, Wine
of Origin Boberg Superior, together
with two presentation glass decanters,
having etch design to side, one for RAFYC
1997 Admirals Cup 1st Juliette, the
other Moody CHS Series 1992 Division
3 Hamble River Sailing Club Trophy 1st
Stormbird (3)
£80-100
612. A Radiation Junior tin plate
‘Regulo’ Controlled Gas Cooker, together
with a wooden model of a submarine,
a decoration wooden box with image of
children burying a dead bird and a 9ct
gold and gem stone pin brooch (parcel)
£40-60
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613.

A miniature signed cricket bat,
signed Colin Cowdry, together with a
selection of White Star items and comical
postcards (parcel)
£30-50

614.

An assortment of collectable
items, to include a Cocub ‘The Cococubs’
game, a collection of Cadbury’s items,
including boxes, cars, toys and other
items (parcel)
£40-60

615.

A collection of Masonic items,
to include, aprons, books, leaflets, gloves,
two leather case and more (parcel)
£40-60

616.

Five members of the Robinson
Golly Band, together with a small
selection of Kensitas Silks, and a
assortment of pin badges, plus a vintage
Nero Lemania stopwatch (parcel)
£50-80

617.

Five commissioned Gus Cartoon
sketches, all from the Don’t Learn Too
Late collection, comprising no.22 Shore
For Safety, no.23 Dress Tidily - Dress
Safely, no.24 Dick It Up, no.17 Get First
Aid Immediately, and No.18 Dress Tidily
For Safety (5)
£50-100

618.

An assortment of comics, mainly
DC to include, Super-Team Family no.1,
Hawkman no.8, no.9, no.11 and no.15,
Alarming Adventures no.3 and many
more (parcel)
£40-60

619.

An extremely large collection
of bookmarks, covering various subjects,
to include places, castles, transport,
services, events and many more (00s)
£100-150

620.

A collection of 1970s badges,
various subjects to include Music, Retail,
TV, comics, collectables, places and more
(parcel)
£40-60

621.

An E.J Riley Limited miniature
advertising snooker table, 46cm in
length, with glazed backing with the
advert for ‘Billiard Table Builders’,
together with a vintage pointing finger
sign and a Artistic Picture Framing plaque
(3)
£80-120
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622.

Two 1960s Playboy Playmate
Calendars, 1966 and 1967, with original
sleeves (2)
£30-50

623.

Two original 1960s American
FBI Wanted posters, one for James
Earl Ray convicted Fugitive and Felon,
convicted of the assassinated of Martin
Luther King Jr in Memphis 1968, Wanted
Flyer 442-A dated April 19, 1968, the
other of Robert Franklin Williams, a Civil
Rights Leader and Author, the warrant for
his arrest for kid knapping, Wanted Flyer
no. 290, September 6, 1961, both posters
having details of appearance, alias’ and
what you needed to be cautious about
the pair, on the reverse details of the FBI
and numbers to call with information (2)
£40-60

624.

A German EM-GE 6mm starting
pistol, marked PTB 25-69
£20-250

625.

A small collection of Eagle
Annuals, mainly 1960s
£20-30

626.

A Webley ‘Junior’ Air Pistol, in
original retailers box, AF
£50-100

631.

A collection of 1940s and
later programmes, comprising theatre,
pantomime, stage and more, plus a
1951 Wembley England v Scotland 1951
programme and 1948 Olympic Games
transport map (parcel)
£50-100

632.

An assortment of Canadian
pennants, for Winnipeg, Neepawa,
Niagara Falls, Toronto, Montreal,
Moncton N.B and more (parcel)
£40-60

633.

A collection of Military and RAF
books, to include Farnborough Air Show,
S.O Book, Bomber Command, Exercise
books and more (parcel)
£40-60

634.

Two Flit pest control hand
sprays, together with eight Capern’s Bird
food shelf titles, plus 13 Melo Dog food
shelf titles (parcel)
£50-100

635.

A modern Humidor, containing
various cigars, such as Punch, Vivaldi,
Maduro 5, Romeo No.1 etc, plus cigar
cutter (parcel)
£100-200

636.

A large collection of 1950s
comics and magazines, comprising Eagle,
including Vol 2 no.1, Picturegoer and TV
Mirror (parcel)
£50-100

A vintage Perlu-Vorm cigar
press, marked X5 8059 to the top, with
makers name to the middle, both pieces
having same serial number 263 stamped
to the side
£30-50

628.

637.

627.

A large collection of Television
Autographs, 1980s onwards, from
various shows including The Brittas
Empire, Coronation Street, Emmerdale,
Eastenders, Blue Peter, Last of the
Summer Wine, Brookside, Hollyoaks,
Gladiators, The Bill, GMTV, Holby City,
and more, in five and albums, some loose
(parcel)
£100-200

629.

A collection of advertising
items, to include Pain’s Fireworks
Outdoor box, Guinness Postcards, Golden
Shred Golly vouchers, Oxo tins and much
more (parcel)
£50-100

630.

An assortment of various items,
including cufflinks, pin badges, key ring,
pocket knives and more (parcel)
£50-80

A 1982 brushed chrome Zippo
lighter, together with a Zippo style lighter
by Revolt, ‘Tiger Gold Medal Beer (2)
£20-30

638.

A silver plated Dunhill Tallboy
lighter, engraved ‘Empire Theatre Admit
Hubert Waring Managing Director Not
Transferable’, together with a silver plated
Dunhill Handy with turned design (2)
£120-150

639.

An Art Deco IMCO Safety
lighter, having black, green and silver
design to the side marked to underside,
complete with original retailers box (2)
£50-80

640.

An Art Deco IMCO SILBY lighter,
marked 4800 to under side with makers
name, with black and green design to the
side, with original retailers box (2)
£50-80
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641.

An Art Deco IMCO Safety
lighter, marked 4200 to underside with
makers name, with red and black design
to side, complete with original retailers
box (2)
£50-80

650.

642.

651.

A Thorens Oriflam white metal
lighter, patent 3783, makers name to
base, with engine turned design to sides,
with engraved initials ‘HBW’ to the front
and ‘Polly’ to the side, complete with
original retailers box
£40-60

643.

A Thorens table lighter/music
box, in maroon, with damages, together
with a Thorens Pocket lighter copper
display stand (2)
£60-80

644.

A Parker Roller Beacon table
lighter, the white metal lighter with
engine turned design, Patent no.466087,
reg no. 818717, 12cm H
£40-60

645.

A Ronson Beauticase, having
vintage design with initials to front, opens
to top for the case and lighter pulls out
from the side, together with a Thorens
cigarette case/lighter, opens to reveal
case and pop-up lighter, pat. 462811,
possibly gold plated, with engine turner
design (2)
£100-150

646.

A 1920s Thoren table lighter,
patent January 29, 1920, no.137508,
together with another similar Thorens
table lighter (2)
£150-180

647.

A WWI period Thorens table
lighter, marked USA Patent Feb 3 1914
and Nov 16 1920, in a composite stone
base, together with a vintage Thorens
playing Card table lighter (2)
£150-180

648.

An Art Deco Thorens table
lighter, with white metal and black
lacquered design, with engine turned
decoration, 10cm H
£50-80

649.

A German Sarastro white metal
and shagreen lighter, marked Alpaca,
together with a black lacquered fuel filler,
marked Petrole Kerosene to top (2)
£70-100
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A 1950 hallmarked silver Back
& Cooper pocket lighter, the long thin
lighter having engine turned design to
all sides, with panel to front with initials
UKH engraved diagonally, approx. 7.5cm
£400-450
An American Douglass white
metal table lighter, Pat. Oct 12 1925,
geometric form, approx. 10.5cm H
£70-100

652.

A Thorens Gasomatic chrome
pocket lighter, having vertical lined
decoration, with small blank panel to the
front, makers name to underside
£40-60

659. A Ronson Canadian MFG white
metal pocket lighter, with ATS badge to
front and having inscription to back ‘Coy
Assistant Andrew, Haig House, Haig Road,
Bulford, Wilts’, together with two Ronson
Cadets of similar design (3)
£50-80
660. A Ronson Pal Lighter/cigarette
case, having tortoiseshell lacquer,
opens to reveal case, with lighter to top,
complete with original retailers box and
material case, together with two different
Ronson Service kits (3)
£50-80

653.

661. A silver hallmarked Dunhill
pocket lighter, dated London 1935 by
Alfred Dunhill & Sons, engine turned
body with MR initials to front, all parts
with assay marks
£400-450

654.

662. A Thorens Gasomatic gold
plated lighter, having repetitive triangular
design, marked with makers name to
base
£40-60

655.

663. A group of four Ronson lighters,
including a Standard Butler Chrome, a
Standard chrome, a Princess chrome, and
a Whirlwind chrome, with initials A.M.W
to front (4)
£60-80

Three chrome Ronson Lighters,
including a Triumph and two Princess’,
both having different design, together
with a Calibri Monogas 21, also with
engine turned design (4)
£50-80
A Ronson Gold Plated Varaflame
pocket lighter, together with a chrome
Ronson Princess Sport, and a chrome
Ronson Adonis (3)
£50-80
A Ronson De-Lite pocket lighter,
having leather jacket, together with a
Ronson Cadet and Ronson Standard, both
having leather jackets (3)
£50-80

656.

A Thorens Gasomatic silver
plated pocket lighter, having engine
turned design, with makers name to base
£40-60

657.

A Ronson Princess pocket
lighter, having black lacquer with purple
foliate decoration, with ‘Ruth’ inscribed
to panel at front, together with a Ronson
Standard with black lacquered decoration
and applied white metal panel to front,
plus a Ronson Gem with lacquered
tortoiseshell and engine turned chrome
design (3)
£70-100

658.

A Dunhill Sport silver plated Size
A pocket lighter, with plain design, Pat.
288806
£200-250

664. A Ronson Bijou Milady pocket
lighter, with mother of pearl decoration,
together with a Ronson Cadet with blue
lacquer design, and a Ronson Cadet with
blue hammered lacquer design (3)
£50-80
665. A 14k gold Ronson Rollalite
pocket lighter, with vertical line
decoration, with roller to side, marked
‘outer jacket 14k gold’ to the base
£600-650
666. Three chrome Ronson Lighters,
comprising a Gem 3, with three
tortoiseshell lacquered design to front,
together with a Ronson Princess chrome,
and a Cadet chrome with horizontal line
design (3)
£70-100
667. National Flag Silks By American
Tobacco and Anstie & Co, American
Tobacco National Flags and Arms P30
redrawn designs, serif lettering all factory
64, together with a set of Anstie & Co
Flags M40 plus six variations, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100
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668.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information ten Female Stars comprising Katherine
Hepburn, Gloria Swanson, Marlene
Dietrich, Anna Neagle, Helen Vinson,
Constance Bennett, Virginia Bruce, Tala
Birell, Loretta Young and Ann Harding
- light marks on the rear in places,
otherwise in very good condition
£60-100

669.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information - ten
Male Stars comprising Errol Flynn, Ronald
Colman, Leslie Howard, Jack Buchanan,
Edward Horton, Warner Baxter, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Franchot Tone, Charles
Ruggles and Warren William - light marks
on the rear in places - otherwise in very
good condition
£60-100

670.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information - ten
Male Stars comprising Spencer Tracy, Dick
Powell, Bing Crosby, Lionel Barrymore,
Fredric March, George Raft, Paul Muni,
Carl Brisson, Eddie Cantor and Freddie
Bartholomew - light marks on the rear
in places - small corner tear to Spencer
Tracy, otherwise in very good condition
£60-100

671.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information - ten
Female Stars comprising Jean Harlow,
Jessie Matthews, Joan Crawford, Merle
Oberon, Jean Arthur, Anna Sten, Ann
Dvorak, Joan Blondell, Ann Sothern and
Irene Dunne - light marks on the rear in
places, otherwise in very good condition
£60-100

672.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4
½” by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were
only available by sending off to Nestle
volumes one or two of the smaller
trading card sets - all in colour with
information and numbers on the rear
matching the smaller card and book
information - ten Male Stars comprising
Gary Cooper, Maurice Chevalier, Robert
Taylor, Douglas Fairbanks Jr, Robert
Donat, Ramon Novarro, Herbert Marshall,
William Powell, Robert Montgomery and
Hugh Williams - light marks on the rear in
places - otherwise in very good condition
£60-100

673.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information - ten
Female Stars comprising Fay Wray, Mary
Pickford, Myrna Loy, Aline MacMahon,
Carole Lombard, Mary Ellis, Claudette
Colbert, Marion Davies, Norma Shearer
and Madge Evans - light marks on the
rear in places - otherwise in very good
condition
£60-100

674.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information - ten
Female Stars comprising Ginger Rogers,
Shirley Temple, Sylvia Sydney, Anna May
Wong, Jeanette Macdonald, Evelyn Laye,
Dolores Del Rio, Lilian Harvey, Louise
Rainer and Zasu Pitts - light marks on the
rear in places - otherwise in very good
condition
£60-100

675.

Nestle Stars of the Silver Screen
Trading Cards, ten of the large size (4 ½”
by 6 ¼”) Nestle cards which were only
available by sending off to Nestle volumes
one or two of the smaller trading card
sets - all in colour with information
and numbers on the rear matching the
smaller card and book information - ten
Male and Female Stars comprising James
Cagney, Cary Grant, Mae West, Eleanor
Powell, Una Merkel, Grace Moore, Mary
Brian, Kay Francis, Maureen O’Sullivan
and Marta Eggerth - light marks on the
rear in places - otherwise in very good
condition
£60-100

676.

An assortment of cigarette
card sets and part sets, including Players
Uniforms of the Territorial Army, Players
Coronation Series Ceremonial Dress etc,
mostly loose (parcel)
£30-50

677.

Trade Cards, a large collect of
Brooke Bond sets and part sets, various
subject matters, all in folders, together
with other makers (parcel)
£50-100

678.

Trade Cards, a large collect of
Brooke Bond sets and part sets, various
subject matters including Motor Racing,
Horse Racing, Locomotives and more, all
in folders, together with other makers
(parcel)
£50-100

679.

Cigarette and Trade cards, an
extensive collection of cards, in folders,
books and loose, mainly part sets and
odds (parcel)
£50-100
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680.

A large collection of trade cards,
sets, part sets and odds, covering various
subjects, including sport, transport,
hobbies, and much more, various
manufacturers (parcel)
£50-100

681.

A large collection of trade cards,
from various manufacturers, covering
numerous subject matters, sets, part sets
and odds, plus a selection of paying cards
and more (parcel)
£50-100

682.

Silks and Felt Issues Related to
the Americas, various issues including
Danckelman & Schrader Argentine
Football flags M15/23 and football teams
mainly South American but including
Bristol FC 1915, unmarked football
portraits M2 (gold material), Imperial
Tobacco North American Yacht Pennants
X41/49, Fleer Warder US Presidents M4
adhesive backs, American Tobacco Indian
Portraits L21/25 and felt issue American
Tobacco Indian Blankets E4/10 and
G10/14 plus another, G, (Qty)
£60-80

683.

American Tobacco Silk and
Leather Issues, College Seals M130/144
and 72 colour and design variations
together with leather issue Fraternity
Seals M13/15 and two felt college
pennants E2, G, (Qty)
£50-80

684.

National Flags and Emblems
Silk and Felt Issues, various issues
including Vege Holland Arms of Countries
and Cities M43/50, Imperial Tobacco
Canadian Miscellany Crests and Country
Emblems (15 countries 11 of each) in
different colours T 165 and felt issues
American Tobacco, Canadian issue
National Flags E3 and National Shields
& Medals E3 and others National Flags
E4/6, and Country Arms with crossed
flags G3/10, G, (Qty)
£80-100

685.

Birds and Butterfly Silk Issues,
various issues including American
Tobacco Birds Set 1 T35/50 including two
brand variations, Birds Set 2 M22/25,
Breeds of Fowls Zira Cigarettes L7/10
and Butterflies and Moths Set 2 M14/50,
M14/25 and M39/50 Tokio Cigarettes,
together with British and American
Tobacco Birds M40/50 Spanish Titles and
Butterflies and Moths L38/55 numbered
with no captions, G, (Qty)
£60-80
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

686.

Various Silk and Felt Issues,
American Tobacco Flowers Set 1 T34/50
plus five brand/colour variations,
British American Tobacco Flowers Set 3
M30/50, Carreras Lace Motifs 55 different
63x63mm and three others, Turkish
Macedonian Tobacco Ships of All Ages
L17/20 plus five colour variations, AC
Thomson Canvas Masterpieces M10/16,
L&J Hill Canvas Masterpieces Series 1
Spinet House back M30/40, American
Tobacco leather issue Girls M4 and M2
Nursery Rhymes and floral felt issue
miniature rug E, G, (Qty)
£60-80

687.

A small collection of Jersey First
Day Covers, in Jersey Ring binder folders,
some loose, together with a Robertson’s
LCD Rainbow watch set (parcel)
£20-30

688.

A collection of British and World
stamps, loose and in school boy album,
together with a selection of 1980s FDC’s
and a selection of coinage (parcel)
£60-100

689.

A collection of stamps and
FDC’s, including Royal Mail Special
stamps book eleven, Royal Mail
Millennium stamps, loose stamps and a
large collection of 1980s and later FDCs
(parcel)
£60-100

690.

A collection of British and World
stamps, including Penny Reds, Penny
Blues, letters with postal dates of early
19th Century, German, Chinese, and
many more, in schoolboy albums and
loose (parcel)
£80-120

691.

A small collection of British and
World Stamps, in two folders and loose,
together with a selection of stamp guides
and collecting help books (parcel)
£30-50

692.

An assortment of British and
World Stamos, in two albums and folder,
numerous Penny Reds and later, plus
two empty collectors albums and small
amount of loose stamps (parcel)
£60-100

693.

Several A4 ring binders of
British and World Stamps, various
countries throughout the world, from
Penny Red to present day (parcel)
£60-100

694. A collection of British and
World stamps, in folders and loose,
various ages, together with a selection of
FDCs and two 1984 Special stamp books
(parcel)
£60-100
695. A collection of British and World
stamps, in two Stanley Gibbons ring
binder folders, a school boy album, swop
book and loose, together with a small
assortment of FDCs (parcel)
£50-100
696. A collection of 1980s and later
FDCs, some signed, together with two
Commemorative coin covers, a Royal Mail
Millennium Collection pack and more
(parcel)
£100-150
697. An assortment of
Commemorative Coin First Day Covers,
covering subject such as Royalty,
Winston Churchill, various Operations
and Campaigns of the War and more, in
various folders (parcel)
£100-200
698. A large collection of British
and World stamps, loose and in albums,
various ages, a family collection (parcel)
£80-100
699. A Victorian Penny Black, marked
AA, with adhesive tap to reverse (1)
£40-60
700. A large collection of British and
World stamps, in albums and loose, (qty)
£80-120
701. An extensive collection
of British and Overseas stamps, in
numerous albums, stock books, folders
and loose, together with a large collection
of FDCs (parcel)
£120-180
702. An album of British stamps,
containing a Penny Black, marked EG,
23 Penny Reds and a Penny blue, plus a
collection of others (parcel)
£80-120
703. A very large collection of British
and Overseas stamps, in numerous
albums, folders, stock books and loose,
various ages (qty)
£150-200
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704.

An extensive collection of
FDCs, together with a large selection of
envelopes with stamps, loose stamps,
accessories and more (numerous boxes)
£50-80

714.

705.

715.

A Benham Signed & Dated
cover, for 1902 Edward VII High Value
stamp, £1
£60-80

706.

A Benham Signed & Dated
cover, for 1847-54 Imperforated
Embossed Set
£100-150

707.

A Benham Signed & Dated
cover, for an 1840 3D Blue stamp, 3
margin
£80-120

708.

A Benham Signed & Dated
cover, for a Henry III silver penny,
together with an Apollo-Soyuz Space
Mission Commemorative coin, plus a £5
Elizabeth II 70th Birthday coin (3)
£40-60

709.

A High Value British stamp
album, Victorian to Present, including
Penny Black marked NG, Penny Reds, 3D,
4D, 6D & 9D examples and many more (1
album)
£120-180

710.

Six albums of high value stamps,
from Great Britain, Channel Islands and
The Commonwealth (parcel)
£100-150

711.

A collection of Commonwealth
stamps, to include uncut sheets and
singles, some high value, plus some bank
notes and a silver Jubilee 1977 stamp set
(parcel)
£70-100

712.

A set of three Edward VII high
value stamps, comprising two shillings &
Six Pence, Five Shillings and Ten Shillings
(3)
£50-80

713.

An extensive collection of
British and World stamps, mainly
modern, complete with a large collection
of FDCs (qty)
£100-150
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British Circus Programmes,
including Bertram Mills, Billy Smarts,
Gerry Cottle and others, poster and tea
cards, 1950s-1980s (qty)
£20-30
Auction Catalogues, various
subjects, including scientific instruments,
works of art, toys, models and cameras,
companies including Christie’s, Bonhams,
Lempertz and others (qty)
£30-50

716.

Postcards, PP glamour cards,
mainly 1910-1920s (17), RP cyclists (2),
motorist in studio (1), RP family groups,
and others, mainly topographical, 1920s
to modern (qty)
£30-50

717.

Motor Car Brochures, Wolseley
12, 1937 (1), Marquette (Buick), UK
market, 1930 (1), Lotus Elan, circa 1966
(1), modern Bentley (2), with card display
for Hillman Hunter, circa 1968 (1), various
postcards, and small album of snapshot
silver prints of cars (qty)
£50-80

718.

Aviation Memorabilia, De
Havilland Dragonfly brochure, 1937 (1),
Dragon leaflet, a.f. (1), with The Modern
Aeroplane cutaway book, Shell, a.f. (1),
Airtour navigation calculator, in case,
various brochures, and modern brochures
for Ecureuil helicopter and various aircraft
(qty)
£40-60

719.

Military Ephemera, early
leaflet for UK cinema presentation of All
Quiet on the Western Front, RP French
postcards of soldiers, WW1 and before
(5), various press photographs, WW1
and 2, some later printing, booklets
including Oradour massacre, Thornycroft
publicity photograph of Mighty Antar
tank transporter, with Austin Champ
alongside (1), and various games, stamps
and postal stationery (a lot)
£30-50

720.

Aviation Postcards, RP aircraft
and crew, 1910-1918 (4), girl with bomb
(1), RP aircraft, 1920s-1930s (8), art cards
- theatre advertising Le Roi de l’Air (1),
others (4), Zeppelins and airships (8), PP
aircraft (3), F-G (29)
£40-60

721.

Maps, Becker pictorial map
of Coblenz, linen backed, in slip case,
manuscript inscription 1843 (1), street
map of Mannheim, circa 1870 (1), and
two later maps (qty)
£30-50

722.

Postcards, RP topographical Keddington, Suffolk, by WHB, including
Post Office (5), West Ilsley (2), and other
UK and European topographical, up to
1930s and some modern (qty)
£60-80

723.

Photographs, Vistascreen
‘saucy’ stereo cards, including Miss
Continentale series, topographical and
family 4x4cm transparencies, some UK
and New Zealand, Rawlplug odd job
book, 1922, books and other items (qty)
£30-50

724.

Ephemera, various topographical
postcards, book of 19th Century steel
engravings, Chicago Midway Airport red
felt pennant, 1950s (1), Imperial tinplate
stereo viewer and cards, litho possibly by
Issmayer, circa 1910, Palestine silver print
tourist album, 1930s, late 19th Century
Cruchley’s London map, in slip case, and
LT bus and trolleybus maps (qty)
£40-60

725.

Railway postcards, PP Bognor
Station interior, 1907 (1), LNWR Series
and others (6), with later Ian Allan series,
modern cards and stamps (a lot)
£20-30

726.

Postcards, WW1 - souvenir
group of Northern Greece, Evia and
Moudros, embarkation point for Gallipoli,
Baja, Hungary, Bucharest, Tricase, RP of
gunboat in Fiume, war crimes in Serbia,
and others (apx 200)
£50-80

727.

Souvenirs of RAF service
in Palestine and Jordan, circa 1925,
including topographical silver prints
and some distant portrait groups of
personnel, in envelope with some service
details for Fred Clark, formal group
photograph Christmas card for 1923 by
Orushkes, Tel Aviv (1), other RAF cards
(2), souvenir album and olive wood
souvenir, with an earlier souvenir album
(a lot)
£40-60
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728.

Postcards, large album and
loose relating to Mary Hutton, from pupil
at Heritage School, Chailey, to Woking
and Chiddingfold in 1950s, including RP
topographical, soldiers and sailors, family
groups, with cartes de visite and silver
prints, varied condition (qty)
£40-60

729.

Huntley and Palmers Biscuits,
modern folder of period ephemera,
including French trade cards (5), and
advertising page cuttings, 1909-1950s,
and similar Guinness pages (qty)
£30-50

730.

Manchester Ship Canal
Ephemera, including Port of Manchester,
Burnett Tracy, W, pub. Hind, Hoyle and
Light Ltd, 1901, History of the Manchester
Ship Canal Vol 1 and 2, Leech, Sir Bosdin,
pub. Sherratt and Hughes, 1907, and
various maps and plans (a lot)
£30-50

734.

Royal Navy Memorabilia
relating to Harold Cowie, 1906-1997,
including commemorative album, titled
in gilt World Cruise of the British Special
Service Squadron, 1923-1924, led by HMS
Hood, Cowie’s service record including
four tours on HMS Hood 1923-1925,
crossing the line certificate on Hood,
1923, Cowie in HMS Excellent Royal
Tournament Olympia Crew, 1926, group
photograph, with various RP postcards
and photographs, including the HMS
Hood global tour, competition in Canada
and Hood passing through Panama Canal
(qty)
£200-300

741. Mid-19th Century Valentine
cards, chromolitho and fabrics True Love
and Love’s Ensign, paper lace and net
Love, sea shells around, by Dobbs, Kidd &
Co, and floral basket and border, carefully
removed from albums (3)
£100-150

735.

743. A late 19th Century scrap
album, chromolitho scraps neatly pasted
into good-quality gilt leather album with
reasonably non-acidic pages, keeping
scrap colours fresh and largely intact and
in good condition, pp 30, some foxing,
circa 1880s
£200-300

Late 19th Century/early 20th
Century greetings cards, chromolitho,
embossed, including Christmas, good
wishes, New Year and others, publishers
including Tuck (apx. 50)
£100-150

736.

Windmill Theatre Ephemera,
including programmes, cards, and visiting
cards, with nude camera club studies
(qty)
£30-50

Late 19th Century/early 20th
Century greetings cards, chromolitho,
embossed, including Christmas, good
wishes, New Year and others, publishers
including Tuck (apx. 60)
£100-150

732.

737.

731.

Film Publicity Shots,
transparencies 1980s, including
Jacqueline Bisset and Tim Curry in Clue,
1985 (apx. 100), contact sheets from
1989 TV movie Murder on the Moon
(4), and box of continuity Polaroids, sold
without copyright (a lot)
£30-50

733.

Fire Brigade Memorabilia
relating to Assistant Chief Fire Officer
Harold Cowie MBE, 1906-1997, including
postcard and snapshot album, RP of
Cowie in brass helmet at Clerkenwell (2),
another snapshot album, various images
of groups and accidents, presentation
retirement album 1961, and loose images
of presentation of Reading fire station
paving stone to Reading, Mass., USA,
and associated presentation helmet
paperweight, remounted, and manuscript
autobiography (qty)
£150-250
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Late 19th Century/early 20th
Century greetings cards, chromolitho,
embossed, including Christmas, good
wishes, New Year and others, publishers
including Tuck (apx. 60)
£100-150

738.

Late 19th Century/early 20th
Century greetings cards, chromolitho,
embossed, including Christmas, good
wishes, New Year and others, publishers
including Tuck (apx. 70)
£120-180

739.

Late 19th Century greetings
cards, chromolitho, unembossed, mainly
Christmas and New Year, publishers
including Tuck, including animals, children
and landscapes, most carefully removed
from albums (33)
£100-150

740.

Mid-19th Century Valentine
cards, mainly chromolitho, some with
embossing and paper-lace,hand-made
fabrics, silks and cut-outs, most carefully
removed from albums (13)
£100-150

742. Mid-19th Century unused
Stationery, paper-lace and embossed
cards and paper, Marcus Ward writing
paper sheet, wishbone and holly
Christmas card, card box and six-part
coloured litho moral prints of vain
children (a lot)
£70-100

744. A late 19th Century Raphael
Tuck ‘Progressive’ Album to
demonstrate the chromolitho printing
process, using popular head of angel
by Rebecca Coleman, sister of William
Coleman, demonstrating over sequential
pages the overlay in registration of each
of sixteen colours over the period from
12 February to 10 April 1881, gilt leather
boards embossed to front ‘Raphael Tuck
& Sons Specimens of Chromo Printing In
Sixteen Different Colours’, G, part of clasp
missing, some foxing, with three Coleman
cards, including angel
£600-800
745. William Stephen Coleman
(1829-1904), pencil sketch of three
children in farmyard, with hoop, 190 x
130mm
£50-80
746. A rare and unusual early 18th
Century embroidered silk Love Token or
Valentine of heart-shaped form pierced
by Cupid’s arrow, the satin-stitch red
rose with green-leaved stems on cream
ground, gold-metal braid to border, verso
with floral decoration on red ground, with
small apertures to each side, possibly to
allow ribbon to pass through for wearing
on arm or chest, the ‘arrow’ with grey
and white flight feather and red tip,
170mm long; with Daily Telegraph cutting
referring to purchase of this token at the
Chelsea Antiques Fair in October 1957
£2000-3000
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